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ABSTRACT 

High-energy particle interactions have been of interest to scientists ever since the 

discovery of cosmic rays early this century. With the realization, almost half a 

century later, that the prodigious radio emission seen from outer-space is due in 

part to these particles gyrating in cosmic magnetic fields, a new field was born 

which joined physics and astronomy. By studying tiie interaction signatures of 

these particles, we can gain a better understanding of the microphysics of their 

motion and collisions, as well as the macrophysics governing the vast and distant 

astrophysical objects which host them. 

The Galactic center is very important for this burgeoning field. Because of 

its proximity, years of detailed observations in particularly the radio and infrared 

wavebands have provided us with a good picture of what the central environment is 

like. Therefore, when the 7-ray telescope EGRET detected an excess of 7-rays over 

the expected background coming from within 0.2° of the center, several candidates 

for the emission were suggested on the basis of their characteristics known from the 

low-frequency observations. Two promising sources, the massive black hole candi

date Sgr A* and the extended shell structure Sgr A East, are considered here. We 

first investigate in detail the hadronic processes contributing to the 7-ray emission, 

and then compare predicted spectra to the EGRET data. We conclude that Sgr A* 

cannot be the source but that Sgr A East is very promising, and suggest further 

observational tests. 
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Understanding the high energy- processes in our Galactic center is crucial 

for our modeling of the same processes throughout our Galaxy as well as in distant 

galaxies. Because we have so much more information about the Galactic center 

physical environment, we have the opportunity to test our theories in a familiar 

surrounding before attempting to apply our ideas to places we can never hope to 

resolve so well. The Galactic center may hold the key to our understanding of the 

high energv- interactions in blazars. supernova renmants and by cosmic rays. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Importance of the Galactic Center to Astronomy 

Our Galactic center (GC) is a hundred times closer to us than the nearest large 

external galiLxy (M31-Andromeda) and more than 1000 times closer than the near

est active galaxy, for example, the Seyfert NGC1068. The interstellar absorption 

which effects most visible, ultraviolet (U\') and soft X-ray bands, makes it nearly 

impossible for us to see the Galactic nucleus except for a few windows in the in

frared (IR) and high energies. Over the past 50 odd years, astronomers looking in 

these wavelengths have slowly been piecing together the complicated structure of 

the GC. While there are still many unanswered questions, the focus is becoming 

more narrow as the general mapping and inter-relationships are discovered. A good 

understanding of these is crucial for any theoretical model of the region, since it 

is within these structures that they key to unlocking the puzzles of galactic nuclei 

(GNs) and especially active galactic nuclei (.A.GNs) may lie. 

Because of this proximity, the GC holds a place of remarkable importance 

for astronomical and astrophysical studies. Galactic nuclei contain some of the most 

intrigiiing problems in astrophysics, since they are crowded regions with extreme 

conditions of high temperatures, pressures, shear and turbulence. Further, Lynden-

Bell and Rees (1971) suggested that all galaxies likely contain a central, massive 
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black hole. They predicted several observational tests, such as using hydrogen re

combination line velocities close to the center, in order to confirm its presence, and 

somewhat prophetically the results have been promising both in our Galaxy and in 

others. In AGN, the central black hole acts as the engine which powers the intense 

emission over several decades of frequency. For these .-VGN. the central objects seem 

to be associated with a disk of accreting matter, as well as relativistic jets of out

flow (see Falcke and Biermann 1995 for a model suggesting a symbiotic relationship 

between the jet and disk). The dynamics of these disks can be studied via obser

vations of their emissions lines (i.e., Eracleous 1998) or via direct observations, for 

instance, in the radio. Our Galaxy is not an AGN. but it may hold the key to our 

understanding them since the basic ingredients are likely present. Although we see 

no evidence so far for a disk or jet—and current models indicate that we would see 

something even for a cold, fossil disk (Coker et al. 1999)—it is just as important to 

understand why conditions are different and have not perhaps led to the creation 

of these structures. However, their absence is not a settled issue. A recent paper 

has reported the first detection of a jet from the nucleus of the nearby spiral galaxy 

M81. It is very small (3600 AU. where an AU is the distance between the Earth 

and the sun), one-sided and variable in length and position (Bietenholz et al. 2000). 

Even using a high-precision global V'LBI array this jet was ver\' difficult to resolve, 

indicating that perhaps a small jet lurks yet unseen in our own GC. 

Amazingly enough, even in this intense environment, there are many indi

cations of recent star formation (e.g., Blum et al. 1996). The role of some of these 

stars turns out to be of the utmost importance for the dynamics and emission of 

our GC, because it is their winds which are believed to govern the mass flow in 

the central parsecs. They are also responsible for the ionizing radiation which is 
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responsible for significant dust iieating. 

While low energy observations over the last half a century have led to 

fairly comprehensive understanding of the structures in this region, the high energy 

observations (mainly due to the still relatively poor resolution) have left many 

unanswered questions. This is unfortunate because the processes they can explore 

reflect some of the most intense physical conditions in the Galaxy. 

In the following work I wish to address in detail one particularly interesting 

high-frequency observation. However, in order to do so I will first (Section 1.2) go 

into significant background of the history of observations in this exciting region, 

so that it is clear what our state of understanding is. and how I have obtained 

the parameters and ideas for the models included. Then in Chapter 2 I will move 

on to the somewhat separate development of our understanding of the GC in X-

rays and beyond, including an historical interlude into the history of some of the 

particle physics we incorporate. Here I will introduce the 7-ray observation which 

will be discussed for the remaining chapters. Chapters 3 and 4 will cover the details 

of the particle physics and construction of the models. Two possible models for 

the observed 7-rays are presented and discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively, 

with a summary and general discussion in Chapter 7. Some calculationai details 

are included in .Appendix A. The end of this chapter includes tables with many 

of the astronomy and physics experiments mentioned here by acronym, for easy 

referencing. 
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1.2 Galactic Center Astronomy 

1.2.1 Brief Overview 

The Galactic center became interesting to astronomy only once wavebands other 

than optical cuuld be explored. This is because light from that region is almost 

entirely absorbed by interstellar dust on its way to us. Galactic center astronomy 

was in essence born in 1929 when Karl .Jansky. considered by many to be the 

godfather of radio astronomy, was trying to understand (for Bell Laboratory) the 

background noise limiting the short-wave communication range in the 15 meter 

band (Steinberg and Lequeux 1963). By 1933 he had identified the source of the 

interfering emission as the densest part of the Milky Way. the central region of our 

OaliLxy. After WWII, when the radio technology' was rapidly improved, this region 

became the focus of extensive radio, and soon afterwards, infrared (IR) exploration. 

This section will first include a short description of the relevant GC fea

tures and their presumed relationship to each other gleaned mainly from the lower-

frequency observations. This will not include references. The detailed history of 

these observations, appearing below in Section 1.2.2. will then be easier to follow. I 

have chosen to include so much detail in order to illustrate how our understanding 

of this region has evolved over time, and how the development of better resolu

tion and observational technology has led to an almost exponential jump in our 

knowledge base. This is particularly useful for comparison with the development 

of high-frequency observations. From this historical perspective, one can see that 

we are at a point somewhat equivalent to where low-frequency observing was right 

after the inauguration of the VLA. The many issues left open for over a decade 
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were very rapidly addressed once very high resolution was possible, and with the 

recent successes of Chanda just beginning, and GLAST and INTEGRAL soon to 

come, the face of high-energy astrophysics is soon to change. It can be expected 

that even 5 or 10 years from now we may look back on our current interpretations as 

primitive. Thus, the historical pattern of the low-frequency observations will likely 

be repeated. 

It is also interesting to see how theories based on early observations led 

to better-constrained observations. For example, as mentioned above. Lynden-Bell 

and Rees (1971) predicted tlie presence of a central, massive (and quiescent) black 

hole in our Galaxy, and suggested several observational tests. These led directly 

to fruitful observations which fulfilled many of the predictions, and which have 

continued to the present day. Due to these efforts, the presence of the black hole is 

almost certain. 

In addition, the lower-frequency observations also provided the motivation 

for the high-energy studies, helping dictate their scope and goals. High-frequency 

observations have always attempted to find counterparts to the known structures 

seen in radio and IR in a slightly parallel development. 

Finally, this section will make clear for the later chapters which questions 

are still open, and how we have obtained our information about the physical pa

rameters we include into our models which attempt to address some of these issues. 

Figure 1.1 shows on the left the large-scale (~ 50 pc) view of the GC. with 

a close-up of the inner regions on the right, for reference. Most of the radio emission 

in the GC is due to a mixture of nonthermal synchrotron from relativistic electrons, 

and thermal free-free bremsstrahlung in a hot plasma. The submillimeter (submm« 
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300—1000/im), far-infrared (FIR« 30—300/im) and mid-infrared (\IIRr2 3—30/zm) 

continua are due to thermal emission from small interstellar dust grains. This is 

usually interpreted as the re-radiation of U\' and visible starlight that was absorbed 

by these grains. The dust makes up about 1% of the interstellar medium (by mass) 

and the rest is a mix of molecular, atomic and ionized components. However, the gas 

and tlust together only comprise roughly 10% of the mass derived for the stars, so 

the interstellar medium (ISM) does not contribute significantly to the gravitational 

potential of the GC. 

The GC radio source complex lies in the constellation of Sagittarius, and is 

called, collectively Sagittarius A (Sgr .\). .A.t the time this name was assigned this 

was an unresolved region, but today the name represents a complex of four radio-

emitting structures: Sgr A*. Sgr A West. Sgr A Efist and a halo that surround them 

all. 

Sgr A* is a very peculiar object. It seems to lie at the dynamical center of 

our Galiixy. with almost no proper motion, indicating at the the very least that it 

is extremely massive. It is a flat-spectrum, compact radio source with an intrinsic 

size of less than ~ 10' 'cm. From the proper motion of nearby stars, a mass of 

2.6 X 10® A/;r, must reside within a central volume of ~ 10~®pc^. All these are 

suggestive that it is a super-massive black hole. However, its high energy spectrum 

is tiny compared to that of an AGN. radiating orders of magnitude below the 

Eddington limit for the indicated mass. 

This putative black hole seems to be embedded in the centroid of the ionized 

gas of Sgr A West (Sgr A W), which is an ~ 1' HII region of thermal free-free 

emission comprised of several arms or streamers in a ''minispiral". Sgr A VV lies 
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inside a system of orbiting molecular gas filaments called the circumnuclear disk 

(CND). which extends from roughly 1.7 — 7 pc in radius from the GC. In many 

ways the CND is similar to the obscuring tori that are thought responsible for 

differences in tlie observed characteristics of AGN classes, based on their assumed 

viewing angle. This disk seems to be fed by gas infall from dense giant molecular 

clouds (GMCs) at > 10 pc. The CND appears to be depositing streamers into 

the central 1.5 pc (Sgr A VV), which is comparatively lacking in interstellar material 

and is thus called "the central cavity". Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show further schematics 

of the positioning. 

Between a few arcseconds and a few degrees (~ 0.1-few 10" pc) from the 

center, inside this cavity, lies a dense cluster of very luminous. He I emission line 

stars with an effective temperature of ~ 35000 K. Their combined emission is suf

ficient to ionize a significant fraction of these streamers to ~ 6000 K. While the 

motion of these streamers is largely dominated by the gravitational potential of the 

stars combined with that of the central object, the intense stellar winds also affect 

their motions within ~ 0.3 pc. The stars lose significant mass via these winds, and 

the resultant total GC wind is thought to serve as the feeding mechanism for the 

central object via accretion. They are also thought to be massive and short-lived, 

indicating star formation in the GC no longer than about a million years ago. 

Centered about 50" away from Sgr A*, but enclosing it in projection, is 

a large, nonthermal radio shell, Sgr A East (Sgr A E). It has a diameter of a few 

arcminutes, and its emission is characteristic of synchrotron as would be expected 

from a supernova remnant, which it outwardly resembles. However, there are indi

cations that this simple explanation may not be sufficient. Sgr A E lies behind the 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the Galactic plane and contents, from Genzel et al. (1994). 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic from Mezger et al. (1989) showing the relative positions in 
projection of the CND, Sgr A E and Sgr A W. The last panel shows the assumed 
positioning along the line of sight. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of ionized features from (Yusef-Zadeh and Wardle 1993) , 
showing the position of Sgr A W within the CND. 
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minispiral of Sgr A W. The halo surrounds Sgr A E and is assumed to be a related 

object. 

Throughout the region are many radio filamentary structures, arcs and 

threads, showing either thermal and nonthermal spectra. Thermal spectra are in

dicated by radio recombination lines, while nonthermal typically have no radio 

recombination lines and are usually strongly polarized. The pronounced coherent 

linear structures present compelling evidence for a coherent and pervasive poloidal 

magnetic field in the central 100 pc. 

1.2.2 Detailed History 

.Although Karl Jansky was the first to detect radio emission from the GC, the first 

thorough investigations were carried out by .Australian researchers, where Sagittar

ius is higher in the sky. and scientists in the .\etherlands. The term "Sgr .A" did not 

come into common use until the late 1950s, after radio astronomy began its rapid 

development (see Goss and McGee 1996). The first paper to attempt an association 

between Sgr .A and the Galactic center was Piddington and Minnett (1951). Later 

surveys such as that by VVesterhout (1958) could not resolve any structure. 

The first extensive near-infrared (NIR. ss 1 — 3 f.nn) observation of the 

GC was conducted by Becklin and Neugebauer (1968). They detected emission 

from the GC at 1.65 ̂ m. 2.2/im and 3.4 ̂ m, indicating the structure consisted of 

a 5' diameter dominant source, with a pointlike source centered upon it, extended 

background and additional discrete extended sources. The dominant, peaked IR 

source and the radio source Sgr A had the same coordinates as well as similar 

sizes. Comparing to the unobscured nucleus of M31, Becklin k Neugebauer realized 
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that the GC has comparable structure and luminosity, and thus presumed that the 

source of the IR radiation (judging from the IR stars in M31) was stellar radiation 

from a distribution of predominantly late-type stars. Under this assumption, the 

stellar density within the central parsec would be ~ 10" times that of the solar 

neighborhood. They estimated a visual extinction of ~ 25 magnitudes. The 

extinction due to the ISM is defined .4^ = l.OSQNaeD magnitudes, where ae is the 

extinction cross section. N is the volume density of absorbing or scattering particles, 

and D is the source distance. In the visual band, % 10"^ cm~- for dust grains 

and the volume density Ngr ~ 4 x 10~^.V4 cm~^. and -V4 = Nh -r 'IN-i is the total 

number density of hydrogen atoms in atom. N^. and molecular. .V2, form (Lang 

1997). 

FIR emission from the GC was soon afterwards discovered by a balloon-

borne. 1 inch telescope (Hoffmann and Frederick 1969). Subsequent observations 

with a Icxrger telescope resulted in a 100 map of the GC region, showed extended 

emission with lobes stretching along the Galactic plane (Hoffmann et al. 1971). 

Rieke and Low (1971) also made a map of the region in the MIR at 10 ^m and saw 

difFu.se emission as well as four distinct sources. 

The unresolved radio components did not seem to correspond to any source 

seen in the latter MIR map of Rieke and Low (1971). However, the peak radio 

emission did seem coincident with that of the 100 ̂ m map by Hoffmann et al. 

(1971), suggesting that this region was in fact the dynamical center of the Galaxj' 

and possibly harbored an engine for the peak activity. 

The imaging of more detailed radio structure was not achieved until 1971 

when Downes and Martin (1971) concluded, on the basis of 3 and 5 GHz radio 
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observations, that the Sgr A radio complex could be divided into three components 

which they named Sgr A East, Sgr A West and a compact structure within Sgr A 

West. They saw some indications of more structure but did not have the resolving 

power to discern it. On the basis of its power-law spectrum and the fact that 

recombination line emission was an order of magnitude less than what would be 

expected from a thermal source, they concluded that Sgr A East was a nonthermal 

source. Sgr .A. W and the compact source had flat spectra, but it was not at that 

time clear if they were thermal or not. Their study was actually motivated by 

the suggestion of Lynden-Bell and Rees (1971). mentioned above, that a massive 

black hole may be lurking in the GC. While the compact source Sgr .A.* was thus 

first noticed by Downes and .Martin (1971) (and Ekers and Lynden-Bell 1971), it 

only became the prime candidate for the central massive black hole when Balick 

and Brown (1974) showed it to be smaller than 0.1" and to have a brightness 

temperature Tb ~ 10" K. Tg is the temperature a black body would have if it had 

the same relative intensity distribution as the source being observed. 

The next year. Ekers et al. (1975) produced a 5 GHz. synthesis map (from 

two different data sets), and compared the features to other galaxies. They con

cluded that our GC is typical (in the radio) to other spirals, but that it is many 

orders of magnitude less luminous than a radio galaxy or quasar. From this new 

data, they also derived an electron density of ~ lO^cm"^ for Sgr .A W, and an 

electron temperature of ~ 6 x 10^ K. Their results seemed consistent with the idea 

of Sgr A W being an HII region, although with a smoother brightness distribution 

than any other HII seen so far in the Galaxy. There weis also a hint of shell structure 

visible in Sgr A E, consistent with the suggestion by Jones (1974) that it might be 

aSNR. 
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Meanwhile, progress was being made on understanding the stellar sources 

assumed to exist on the basis of observations from the late 1960s. In their second 

paper on the topic. Becklin and Neugebauer (1975) detected 16 individual sources 

and assigned them IRS numbers. They concluded from this work that most of the 

2.2 i.im emission was from discrete sources which were generally unresolved at their 

resolution, rather than from an extended background. The similarity of the NIR 

color of these stars to the integrated radiation from the entire source strengthened 

the interpretation that most of the visual extinction to the source was along the line 

of sight and not local. After correcting for interstellar reddening, they found that 

the faintest of their discrete sources was brighter than a giant star. The radio point 

source Sgr A* was coincident with extended 2.2 fim emission that they surmised 

may be the position of highest stellar density in the Galaxy. This dissociation of Sgr 

A W witli the stellar nucleus of the Galaxy made it clear that it in fact lay in the 

GC and not in the foreground. 

The first three-color FIR observation with resolution comparable to the 

NIR (e.g.. Becklin and Neugebauer 1968. 1975; Rieke and Low 1971) and radio 

(e.g. Ekers et al. 1975) was carried out at 53. 100 &: 175 //m with the NASA KAO 

(Harvey et al. 1976). They resolved Sgr A into two main sources, one coincident 

with both the peak thermal radio continuum and peak 10 nm emission, as well as the 

peak of the stellar distribution. The other was a weaker source, but also coincident 

with lesser 10 /Lzm and radio peaks. These results agreed well with a model of 

thermal emission by dust heated by starlight. A complimentary high-resolution 

KAO observation (Gatley et al. 1977) also mapped the region in three different 

wavelengths (30, 50 &: 100 ̂ m) and identified FIR features with those of previous 

radio and NIR features. Again, they concluded that the results were consistent 
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with tiiermal dust emission, and they placed an upper limit of ~ 4 x Lq for the 

luminosity within 5' of the GC. Similar results were obtained by the ground-based 

and KAO IR mapping of Rieke et al. (1978). 

While these structures were being studied, people were becoming aware of 

the presence of many GMCs in the GC. The two most interesting, because of their 

projected proximity to the center, were M-0.13-0.08 and M-0.02-0.07, or (according 

to their radial velocities as derived from molecular line observations) the "20 km s~'" 

and "50 km s~'" clouds, respectively. These clouds were extensively mapped in HCN 

line emission by Fukui et al. (1977) and dust emission (Mezger et al. 1986), and 

their position relative to the GC was also investigated using various emission and 

absorption hnes (see. e.g.. Giisten and Downes 1980). Using molecular rotational 

transition and IR fine structure lines. Serabyn et al. (1992) found a dense {n ~ 

1 - 2 X 10® cm"'') molecular layer curving around the Sgr E shell on the side of 

the GMC. as well as red- and blue-shifted gas suggesting acceleration by the blast 

wave. They concluded that Sgr .A. E was expanding into, and compressing, the 

"50 km s~^" cloud. 

With the advent of the V'LA. high resolution radio observations of ionized 

gas in the GC became possible for the first time. Even using the incomplete VLA, 

Brown et al. (1981) managed to map the inner 1' x 1' of the Galaxy at 5 GHz, 

with a resolution of 2" — 8". This map was. unlike the earliest radio maps, similar 

to the iO fim maps of the same region, and the radio peaks corresponded well to 

the thermal IR emission peaks. Using the completed array, Lo and Claussen (1983) 

then mapped the inner 1.5 pc of the Galaxj'. They managed to resolve the structure 

of Sgr A W, and reported that it was dominated by three bright spiral "arms". 
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Using results from Brown et al. (1981). they derived the electron density from the 

brightness temperature ixnd found it to range from ~ 10^ — 5 x 10"* cm"^. Assuming 

that these arms were streamers of infalling gas, they used the velocity field from 

the Lcicy et al. papers to derive a significant infall rate of ~ They 

also were the first to suggest the presence of a ring of orbiting gas. centered on Sgr 

A W and which was illuminated from within, that may be supplying matter via 

accretion onto the central object. 

.Another set of \'LA observations at 6 and 20 cm (Ekers et al. 1983) verified 

these results, naming the arms according to their direction in the sky (i.e.-" Northern 

.\rm"). as well as seeing a more organized spiral structure in the thermal features of 

Sgr -A VV. which they also considered as infall. They determined that Sgr .A E was 

in fact an elliptical shell-type structure elongated along the Galactic plane, with 

major axis of 10.5 pc and center displaced from the dynamical center by ~ 2.5 pc 

in projection. In projection as well, the shell appeared to enclose Sgr A VV, and 

to have many characteristics in common with SNRs. However, they noted that the 

presence of an intact SNR so close to the turbulent GC was unlikely unless it had a 

longer than average lifetime. Soon afterwards a halo around the shell was detected 

at 6 and 20 cm (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 1984). as well as radio structure indicative of 

a large-scale poloidal magnetic field in the GC. Goss et al. (1983) also compared 

VLA observations of other SNRs to demonstrate the similarity in morphology, and 

use the surface brightness-diameter relationship for a standard SNR to estimate the 

age to lie between 140 — 440 years. However, Sgr A E did not show the degree of 

linear polarization usually expected from a SNR. 
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Significant progress was also being made in understanding the stellar dis

tribution first identified by Becklin and Neugebauer (1975). In the NIR, the central 

region was seen to be dominated by the IRS 16 complex. The emission was shown 

to be relatively blue, and seemed to contain both point-like objects and diffuse flux 

(Storey and Allen 1983: Rieke et al. 1989). Neither point-like or diffuse emission 

contained strong CO bandhead absorption which is seen in later-type giants and 

most of the sources in the GC region. The size ( ^ 200 AU) indicated that these 

were probably nuissive stars. 

.Around the same time, observations of the FIR emission from warm dust 

(Becklin et al. 1982) and of the 'Pi —A fine structure line of neutral oxygen 

(Genzel et al. 1984) revealed the presence of a neutral giis ring directly associated 

with Sgr A VV (GC) and the surrounding central ionized region (Lacy et al. 1980, 

1982). The ring, or torus, of radius ~ 1.5 pc seemed to surround the central "cavity" 

which had a much lower mean density of interstellar dust. Further studies by Genzel 

et al. (1982) and (1985): Gatley et al. (1984) and (1986). Serabyn et al. (1986), 

and many others, using IR. submm and radio spectroscopy, determined that the 

inclination of the circumnuclear ring was ~ 60 — 70° from the line of sight. The 

ring in fact extended from a radius i? ~ 1.5 — 2 pc out to at least 7 pc. It consisted 

of predominantly molecular and atomic gas with a total mass of ~ 10"^ Mq. 

In particular, the observations by Genzel et al. (1985) concluded that the 

neutral atomic gas in the ring was heated by nonionizing UV radiation from the 

inner regions rather than shocks, whereas the molecular gas may be more likely 

shock heated. They summarized the combined results for the gas in the GC as 

follows: below R ̂  1.5 pc is the "ionized cavity", which includes the He I stellar 
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cluster, the core of which seemed to be the IRS 16 complex, as well as the radio 

point source. The ratio of line intensities indicates that much of the ionized gas is 

dense (n > 2 x lO^cm"^, likely 10"* — 10®cm~^). From ~ 1.5 — 2 pc is the inner 

edge of the CND. There is convincing evidence that the ionized gas in the Western 

Arc is close to the edge of the CND. and therefore is probably ionized clouds at the 

edge of the disk. From [01] lines the rotational velocity appears to be ~ 102 km s~K 

Between 2 ^ ^ 5 pc is the CND it.self. It is not yet clear what formed the CND 

but some possibilities are one or several explosions/SNs in the GC. wind-driven 

bubbles, or dynamical arguments. The average inner radius seems to be roughly 

1.7 pc. The atomic gas is dense (lO'^cm"'^). warm {Tyas ~ 300A' ^ Tduat ~ oGA'), 

and the gas is clumpy (of 0.1 — 0.5 pc) and fills less than 10% of the volume. 

In order to corroborate these results, and conclusions about the overall 

gas dynamics in the inner parsec. as well as to investigate the possible presence 

of a central massive black hole. Serabyn and Lacy (1985) again studied the [Ne II] 

emission from the GC with much better resolution than the earlier Lacy et al. (1979, 

1980. 1982) papers. The variation of the [Ne II] line velocities along the Northern 

and Southern Arms of Sgr A VV indicated that at least these two (and probably 

the others as well) were large-scale flows of ionized gas. While unable to conclude 

if there was infall, their results were indicative of a central massive object, as the 

velocities in particular along what they termed "the Western Arc" were consistent 

with purely circular rotation about the center. Similarly, the flow velocities and 

position along the Northern Arm were consistent with a noncircular orbit. The 

two together converged on an enclosed mass of ~ 3 — 4 x 10® Mq object within a 

radius of ~ 0.5 pc. In addition, their best estimate for the position of the object was 

coincident with IRS 16NE, one of the Becklin and Neugebauer (1975) sources. The 
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Western Arc seemed to be an ionized strip of gas lying on the inside of the CND. 

The obvious conclusion from this was that the ionizing illumination must originate 

within the central cavity of the CND. Finally, they estimated that a single source 

with Teff ^ 35,000 K and Lboi ~ 10' Z,0 was consistent with the total ionizing 

luminosity in the central ~ 3 pc. Later observations of several FIR lines (e.g., [S 

III]. [O III], [N III] and others) and continuum from several bright ionized radio 

filaments (Erickson et al. 1991) confirmed this effective temperature, and suggested 

several models for the ionization, including photoionization by a compact stellar 

cluster, but this would require a greater ionizing flux than what was currently 

observed. On the other hand, the [C II] line intensity was too strong to come 

from shocks (Hollenbach and McKee 1989). and additional spectroscopy (see, e.g., 

Townes 1989) was also indicative of UV excitation as the source of the ionization. 

At the time, however, the source of this presumed radiation was not known. Due 

to its position, however, and lunar occultation measurements indicating that it was 

composed of a number of unresolved point sources, likely stars. (.A.dams et al. 1988: 

Simons et al. 1990) IRS 16 was already suspected to be a major contributing source. 

Concurrent to all this, further mapping of the Sgr A complex was being 

carried out using the VLA. From studies at 6 and 20 cm. Yusef-Zadeh and Mor

ris (1987) argued that the halo they hd previously detected surrounding Sgr A E 

and W was actually part of the same physical system. They also noted that the 

unusual appearance of Sgr A E and its halo suggested that they were produced 

in a special environment (i.e.-the GC). and that perhaps—since the shell enclosed 

the nucleus—it was related to some event stemming from the dynamical center. 

Using the displacement from the center, they estimated that this event must have 
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occurred ~ 5 x lO"' years ago, and they also argued that a large-scale poloidal mag

netic field (which they found evidence for; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 1984) could explain 

this elongation along the plane. This same study also yielded the appearance of 

several large-scale radio streamers with flat thermal spectra, indicating a possible 

relationship to the flat spectrum thermal source Sgr A VV. They suggested that 

these streamers may be indicative of a wind deflected by, or originating at, the 

CND. Based on comparison of the high- and low-frequency images (where Sgr A E 

is not seen in the low-frequency images assumably because of absorption by Sgr A 

W) they proposed that Sgr A E lay behind Sgr A VV. 

Following up on these results. Pedlar et al. (1989) looked with better 

resolution at the same region with the VLA at 90. 20. and 6 cm. They found 

a 7'. triangular halo surrounding Sgr A E in projection, which seemed to be an 

independent feature, unrelated to the halo of Yusef-Zadeh and Morris (1987), which 

they referred to as the "Sgr A E halo"' to distinguish. This 7' halo could either 

surround the nucleus and include Sgr E. and thus be associated, or it could be 

an entirely independent object. They also conclusively imaged the "shadow" of Sgr 

A VV in front of Sgr A E, consistent with free-free absorption of the shell emission 

by thermal gas associated with the minispiral. As Giisten and Downes (1980) had, 

from molecular studies, constrained Sgr A E to be within 100 pc of the nucleus, 

this made it almost certain that it was close to the exact center, as it seemed to 

be in projection. They also noted that the flattened side of the shell close to the 

"50 km s~^" cloud was consistent with the two interacting, as later confirmed by 

Serabyn et al. (1992). The nonthermal spectral index of Sgr A E was reported as 

~ — 1, and they provided flux densities for the shell at 6 and 20 cm. 
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Mezger et al. (1989) then surveyed the Sgr A complex in the ram and 

submm continuum. They derived new flux densities for Sgr A W, as well as provid

ing more information on the CND. They also explored several possible origins for 

Sgr A E, of which they decided only two were compatible with the observations. The 

energ\' needed to carve the shell out in the dense GMCs surrounding it would require 

an explosion energ\' of > 4 x 10^~ergs~', which is much higher than the standard 

SNR input energ\- of ~ 10"^ ergs"'. However, if the SN exploded into a progenitor 

bubble, this scenario could work. More likely, given the apparent spatial coincidence 

of Sgr A E and the Galactic nucleus, was that the shell was caused by an explosion 

in the nucleus itself, in agreement with Yusef-Zadeh and Morris (1987). Further 

studies of the gas dynamics and locations of the GMCs and Sgr A components, as 

well as calculations for the density in the Sgr .A. E core (n ~ lO"* cm~^) were provided 

in a second paper (Zylka et al. 1990). More FIR, submm and mm spectroscopy 

on the region showed (via blue-shifted molecular lines) that the •'20 km s~^" and 

••50 km s~'" clouds were within 15 pc of the GC. High velocity molecular emission 

towards Sgr E for the first time also gave direct kinematical evidence for recent 

high-energ\' (~ lO'''^ ergs) e.xplosion in the GC (Genzel et al. 1990). 

In the minispiral, ordered 12.4 /im polarization on arcsec scales confirmed 

the existence of a strong, coherent magnetic field in the GC. .Along the Northern 

Arm. Aitken et al. (1991) found a field of order a few mG from the spatial variations 

of the polarization vectors. Roberts and Goss (1993) later estimated the line of sight 

magnetic field in the GC to be of order 1 — 10 mG from Zeeman measurements of 

radio recombination lines. This would probably be enough to control local dynamics 

(threads) but not the larger scale coherent motions, suggesting perhaps the presence 

of a wind. Around the same time, the minispiral was also mapped in greater detail 
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(2") in [Xe II] by Lacy et ai. (1991), who suggested it was in fact a one-armed 

spiral. 

In further studies of the gas structure and dynamics in the CND, Jack

son et al. (1993) mapped a HCN rotational transition (good for studying the gas 

kinematics) and an [O I] fine structure line (a good tracer of neutral gas). They 

found the circumnuclear molecular material was arranged in severally kinematically 

distinct streamers. There was evidence for a nearly complete ring of clouds, with 

a limit of 19 km s~' to any overall radial motion. One feature was suggestive of 

material being fed from the "20 km s~'" and "50 km s~'" clouds into the circum

nuclear environment. They estimated a mass infall rate into the central parsec of 

~ 3 X 10"'- .l/r yr"' and concluded that almost all observed gas features within the 

central 2 pc could be attributed to streamers rotating around or falling into the 

center, and their illumination by several 10*^ Lrj of UV radiation produced within a 

few arcseconds of IRS16/Sgr A*. This was consistent with the estimate of Davidson 

et al. (1992) that the total FIR luminosity in the central parsecs is 5 x 10® L©. 

In a breakthrough discovery, Krabbe et al. (1991) (see also Krabbe et al. 

1995; Herbst et al. 1993) discovered an entire cluster of Hel/HI emission lines stars, 

with broad line widths {Av ~ 600 — 2000km s~'). They concluded that in order 

to produce the observed ionized helium, the stars must be hot and mass-losing. 

They estimated a combined mass-loss rate of 3 x 10" ' Mq yr~^ and T^f/ 35000 K. 

A very important conclusion of this work was that the total luminosity from this 

cluster was ~ 1.2 x 10^ Lq, enough to account for the ionizing radiation required 

by the observed IR luminosity! It was also a strong indication that star formation 

had occurred in the last roughly miUion years. Since several IRS16 members were 
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also known to be Hel/HI stars, the broad Hel/HI line region first discovered by Hall 

et ai. (1982) and then observed by Geballe et al. (1984). (1987). (1991) is likely 

the core of this emission line cluster. 

Further H- and K-band studies on these Hel/HI stars indicated that many 

of them shared characteristics with either early-type line emission stars or luminous 

blue variables (Libonate et al. 1995). Br7 line widths and ratios from this study 

again indicated the presence of strong stellar winds. A later study by Tamblyn 

et al. (1996) demonstrated that these stars did not fall obviously into any previous 

known category. 

Results of a detailed spectroscopic investigation of the brightest source 

(called the .\F star) in the Hel cluster by Najarro et al. (1994) revealed that it was 

a helium-rich blue supergiant/Wolf-Rayet star. Not only did it have a strong wind, 

but it was also a moderate source of Lyman continuum photons, which was also 

indicative of whole cluster playing a significant role in the total luminosity and ion

izing continuum flux in the inner parsec. In a following paper. Najarro et al. (1997) 

found the terminal velocities (ranging from ~ 500 — 1000km s~^) for the brightest 

eight IRS Hel sources. They presented a table based on their stellar models, with 

information about their effective temperatures (Tg// ranged from 1.93 — 3.04 x lO"' 

K) and individual mass-loss rates (M ranged from 5.30 - 79.1 x lO""'A/© yr~^). 

They also discussed the properties of the individual sources in detail, and suggested 

possible classifications. They found the best classification was that of evolved super-

giants close to the evolutionary stage of VVolf-Rayet stars, and concluded that these 

stars are what power the central parsec in wind dynamics and ionizing luminosity. 

After years of speculation, Eckart et al. (1993) finally managed resolve the 
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IRS sources into tiieir component stars. They found that the K-band (IR) emission 

from the central parsec was resolved into individual stars and groups of stars, with 

no evidence for extended or diffuse emission. Within the flux uncertainties, their 

image contained all the flux density previously reported in earlier seeing-limited 

images. 2/3 of which is accounted for by the brightest 29 sources. The IRS16 

split into ~ 25 sources, and the lunar occultation limits of Simons et al. (1990) 

on the size suggested these sources were individual stars and not clusters of stars. 

IRS13 separated into at least 5-10 members. Sgr A* appeared to be located in 

a 2" diameter region of high source density that was itself void of bright stars yet 

somehow surrounded by them. This could possibly have been the result of extinction 

but it was not yet clear. Most of the IRS16 stars were blue. A study of the GC 

of 2.17 ̂ m Br-/ line of hydrogen found at least ten stellar sources with coincident 

Br7 emission and are thus likely hot stars (Herbst et al. 1993). Several (including 

IRS13. IRS16NE. IRS16C) produced broad lines in excess of 340 km s~^ 

As for the stellar wind, studies of the broad He I. Bra and Br7 emission 

lines had indicated an outflow from the vicinity of IRS 16 with a terminal velocity 

i'ui ~ 500 - 700 km s~^ and a mass-loss rate M « 4 x 10"^ .V/0yr~^ (Hall et al. 

1982; Geballe et al. 1984, 1987, 1991: Allen et al. 1990). This outflow appeared 

to be the combined stellar winds from many sources. If the outflow arose solely 

from the detected He I emission line cluster of stars, the mass-loss rate would be 

^ lO'^Mj.yr"' (Krabbe et al. 1991. 1995: Najarro et al. 1994). Yusef-Zadeh and 

VVardle (1993) concluded from their 2 and 6 cm radio observations that there was 

evidence for the interaction of this stellar outflow with the ionized and molecular 

gas in the GC, and that this wind was responsible for most of the morphology and 

activity in the GC. There existed further evidence to support this assumption. For 
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example, the brightest IRS source, IRS7, has a tail of ionized gas pointing northward 

away from the IRS16 (Rieke and Rieke 1989; Yusef-Zadeh and Morris 1991; Serabyn 

et al. 1991; Yusef-Zadeh and Melia 1992). Additionally, it is possible that the 2^m 

line emission from vibrationally excited Ho along the inner edge of the CND could 

be an indication of fast shocks driven into the gas by a central wind (Gatley et al. 

1984. 1986). The so-called "mini-cavity", an evacuated region of the minispiral near 

Sgr A*, was thought best explained by fast and energetic mass outflow from the 

center (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 1989: Eckart et al. 1992). Meliaetal. (1996) have shown 

that this scenario can be modeled successfully with a hydrodynamical simulation. 

However, the recent discovery of a star in the center (Stolovy et al. 1999) has cast 

some doubt on these conclusions, since it may simply be a stellar wind bubble. 

Regardless, the estimated power of the winds is sufficient to control the dynamics 

of the inner 0.03 pc (see arguments in Genzel et al. 1994). 

1.3 Final Remarks 

.Although the last section does not of course include every observation relevant to 

the GC. my hope is that it has summarized enough about the basic structures to 

make the following chapters more clear. Some information concerning Sgr A* and 

Sgr A E has been left out since it will be included in the Chapters (5 & 6) specifically 

discussing them. 

In conclusion, I will mention a few recent developments and comment on 

some open questions. 

The evidence of accretion is still accruing. Recent VLA maps of ammonia 
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emission have revealed further strong evidence of a streamer of molecular gas car

rying material from a nearby GMC and depositing it onto the CND where it seems 

to be interacting (Coil and Ho 1999). 

As will be discussed further in Chapter 5, the case for Sgr A* as a black hole 

is even stronger. Rccont results by (Chez et al. 1998) have found a similar mass 

as previous groups (i.e.. Genzel et al. 1997). 2.6 x 10® A/j but confined now to be 

within 10"® pc'. In terms of proving this object is a black hole. Falcke et al. (2000) 

have modeled the appearance of the event horizon as seen by VLBI measurements 

available in the near future. According to them, this final resolution to a long 

standing problem may .soon be within reach. 

Further issues include how close Sgr A E and W are to each other, and 

the magnetic field strength and structure in the GC. As for the former, recent 

observations note some nonthermal emission in front of Sgr A W indicating that it 

may be in fact interacting with Sgr .A E. but this is still not clear. The magnetic 

field structure, however, especially closc to the center, is still not well understood. 

Some models which include dissipation in order to explain non-equipartition have 

been explored (Kowalenko and Melia 1997: Coker and Melia 2000). The lack of 

linear polarization from Sgr A* may indicate that the field is tangled (Bower et al. 

1999: Bower et al. 1999), and thus reconnection may also play a role. 

Finally, it is also not obvious what, if any, type of AGN our GC is closest 

to. One important development for theoretical models linking Sgr A* to AGN 

was presented in Gwinn et al. (1991), who concluded that the absence of refractive 

scintillation of Sgr A* at 1.3 and 0.8 mm limits the brightness temperature of Sgr A* 

to Tb < 0.5 X 10^^ K. This is less than the maximum brightness of an incoherently, 
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synchrotron-emitting plasma, called the Compton hmit, which is 10^^ K. This is 

strong evidence that Sgr A* is in fact a quiescent galactic nucleus, since almost all 

observed extragalactic compact radio cores shine at or below the Compton limit 

(Preston et ai. 1983). 

Based on its low e.xcitation lines. PAH molecular features, and deep silicate 

absorption along the Galactic plane, Simpson et al. (1999) concluded that our 

Gahixy would look like a starburst. or HII. galaxy to a distant observer. This is not 

an AGN. and in fact our Galaxy shows even less excitation than some starbursts. 

Ho et al. (1995). in their survey of nearby low-luminosity galaxies, also found that 

the starburst nuclei exhibited Wolf-Rayet spectral properties, which is interesting in 

the light of the stellar classifications of .\ajarro et al. (1994). However, most of the 

nearby galaxies exhibited either Seyfert activity or were low-ionization nuclear-line 

regions (LINERs). There seems to be no difference in the properties of their nuclei. 

However. Seyferts have an obscuring torus that distinguishes between the two classes 

depending on the viewing angle (Seyfert 1 types show a narrow- and broad-line 

region (NLR. BLR). Seyfert 2 types only show the BLR). This is interesting in light 

of the ROSAT X-ray results indicating an absorption for the GN consistent with 

that of Seyfert 2s (Predehl and Truemper 1994). LINERs are similar to the Seyfert 

2 class but show strong low-ionization lines and generally no BLR. On the other 

hand. Ho et al. (1997) found evidence for BLRs in some LINERs. In another paper, 

Ho et al. (1993) noted that the main difference between Seyferts and LINERs may 

only be the hardness of the ionizing radiation field giving rise to the emission lines. 

Shields (1993) concludes from his simulations of ionization that some LINERs may 

result from normal O stars in a dense medium, which could also be consistent with 

our GC. Falcke et al. (1998) surveyed a V'LA sample of 48 LINER galaxies and 
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found that 1/4, mostly spirals, have a compact, flat-spectrum radio core similar 

to Sgr A*. They conclude that "Sgr A*"s can be found in other nearby galaxies, 

especially those with signs of optical nuclear activity. The one possibly deciding 

factor is that most if not all Seyferts seem to lie in spiral galaxies, whereas some 

LINERs have been seen in elliptical galaxies. 

At this point, it is still a matter of debate as to which class our Galaxy is 

closest to. Genzel et al. (1994) and Mezger et al. (1989). in their reviews on the 

GC. both conclude Sgr A* is like a Seyfert. It seems as good an assumption as any, 

if one considers a scaled down ionization potential and overall luminosity, but the 

case is not yet closed. 

One other important question remains: what are the sources of the high-

energ}' emission in the GC? The following chapter will begin to address this. 

1.4 Some Experiments 

The following tables contain explanations and details of some of the astronomical 

and particle experiments referred to in this thesis by acronyms. 
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Table 1.1: List of High-Energy .Astronomy Instruments 

Acronym Full Name Description E Range 
Ariel V" — British X-ray Satellite 

launched in 1974 
1 - 20 keV 

.ASCA" .Advanced 
Satel
lite for Cos
mology and 
Astrophysics 

.Japanese space mission 0.5 — 12 keV^ 

BeppoSAX'^ Satellite per 
.Astronomia X 
(for Giuseppe 
Occhialini) 

Italian orbiting X-ray 
satellite 

0.1 - -200+ 
KeV 

Chandra'' 
(Formerly 
AXAF) " 

-Advanced X-
ray 
Astrophysical 
Facility 

NASA orbiting X-ray facil
ity, recently launched 

0.1-10 keV 

COMPTEL-^ Compton 
Telescopc 

Orbits Earth on-board the 
.\ASA Compton Gamma-
ray Observatory (CGRO) 

10 - 30 MeV 

Copernicus-^ — UK X-ray satellite ~ 1 - 7 keV 
EGRETS Energetic 

Gamma-Ray 
Experiment 
Telescope 

Orbits Earth on-board the 
NASA CGRO 

30 MeV-30 
GeV 

Einstein 
(HEAO-2)'' 

High-Energ}' 
Astrophysics 
Observatory 

NASA orbiting X-ray mis
sion between 1978-1981 

0.2-3.5keV 

a : Sanford (1975) 
b : Tanaka et al. (1994) 
c : Piro et al. (1995) 
d : Elvis (1999) 
e ; Schonfelder et al. (1996) 
/ : Willmore et al. (1974) 
g : Kanbach et al. (1988) 
h : Giacconi et al. (1979) 
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Table 1.2: More High-Energy Astronomy Instruments 

Acronym Full Name Description E Range 
GINGA" "Galaxy" (J p) 

Astro-C 
Japanese Orbiting X-ray 
satellite 

1.5 - -30 
ke\' 

GLAST" Gamma-Ray 
Large Area 
Space 
Telescope 

Future NASA mission, 
planned for ~ 2005 

20 MeV-
300+ GeV 

GRANAT^ Russian 7-ray satellite car
rying ART-P and SIGMA 
coded mask telescopes 

2.5 - 35 keV 
(.ART-P), 
40 -100 keV 
(SIGMA) 

INTEGRAL'^ International 
Gamma-Ray 
Astrophysics 
Laboratory 

Planned European Space 
Agency (ESA) mission to be 
launched ~ 2001 

15 keV-10 
Me\' 

ROSAT"^ Rontgen 
Satellite 

German X-ray Satellite 
launched in 1990. and just 
recently died 

0.12 - 2.4 
keV 

SL-2 XRT^ Spacelab 2 X-
ray Telescope 

NASA Shuttle-flown coded 
mask telescope 

2.5 - 25 keV 

SPARTAN 
1» 

X-ray satellite delivered into 
orbit by NASA Space Shut
tle Discovery 

2 - 1 0  k e V  

Uhuru 
(SAS-l)'* 

Small Astro
nomical 
Satellite 

First Earth-orbiting mission 
dedicated entirely to X-ray, 
btw. 1970-1973 

2 - 20 keV 

a : Makino (1987) 
b : Gehrels and Micheison (1999) 
c : Sunyaev et al. (1990) (ART-P), Paul et al. (1991) (SIGMA) 
d: Paul (1998) 
e : Triimper (1982) 
/ : Skinner et al. (1988) 
g : Cruddace et al. (1985) 
h : Giacconi et al. (1971) 
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Table 1.3: List of Some Other Astronomical Experiments 

Acronym Full Name Description A Range 
HST'' Hubble Space 

Telescope 
NASA/ESA longterm orbit
ing mission launched in 1990 
and still operational 

(IR camera) 
0.8 - 2.5 /im 

IRAS" Infrared 
Astronomical 
Satellite 

Joint US, UK and NL orbit
ing mission 

10 - 100 nm 

KAO"^ Kuiper 
Airborne 
Observatory 

Telescope flown on NASA 
plane. 1975-1995 

3000.4-mm 

VLA" Very Large 
Array 

Array of 27 antennae for ra
dio interferometry, in NM 

0.7-90 cm 

VLBP Very 
Long Baseline 
Interferometr\-

Technique using combina
tions of radio telescopes 
with distance between as the 
baseline for higher resolu
tion observing 

a : see extensive information at www.stsci.edu/hst b : Neugebauer et ai. (1984) 
c : Cameron (1976) 
d : Napier et al. (1983) 
e : see VLBI page at VLA: www.aoc.nrao.edu/vla/vlbivla/vlbivla/vlbivla.html 
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Table 1.4: List of Relevant Particle Physics Experiments 

Acronym Full Name Description E Range 
AGASA" Akeno Giant 

.\ir Shower 
Array 

Ground-based cosmic ray 
experiment in Japan 

1 
^
 V

 

C
O

 
o

 
o

 

AMANDA" .Antarctic 
Muon and 
Neutrino De
tector Array 

Ice-.A.rray Experiment E > 50 Ge\' 

CDF'^ Collider 
Detector at 
Fermilab 

Experiment at Tevatron at 
Fermilab. soon to be up
graded to 2 Te\' 

1.8 TeV 

Cern ISR'' Cern Inter
secting Stor
age Rings 

ppcoll iderexperiment 23 - 63 GeV 

Cern SPS^ Cern Proton-
Antiproton 
Collider 

ppcollider experiment 0.2-0.9 TeV 

HEGRA^ High-Energy 
Gamnia-ray 
Astronomy 

European Ground-based 
cosmic ray experiment in the 
Canary Islands 

30 TeV-10 
Pe\' 

a : Chiba et al. (1992) 
b : Halzen (1998) 
c : Abe et al. (1988a) 
d : Gibson (1973) 
e : Yvert (1982) 
/ : Merck et al. (1993) 
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CHAPTER 2 

High-Energy Observations of the Galactic Center 

2.1 Some Historical Background 

Before concentrating on the specific problems considered in this thesis, I include here 

an historical interlude in order to illustrate how this study is a natural extension 

of work that began early in this century. Many of the tools and ideas we use are 

derived from high-energy studies of interactions over a much broader region of the 

Galaxy than on that which we focus here. I hope this section emphasizes how our 

detailed study is an important application of the so-called astroparticle physics in 

the most astronomically observed region of our Galaxy. 

High-energy interactions are loosely defined as those occurring between 

particles where at least one is relativistic. Interest in these types of interactions 

stretches as far back as the awareness of high-energ>' particles from outer space, 

cosmic rays. They were first imagined by the inventor of the cloud chamber, C. 

Wilson, as a way to explain the residual ionization he noticed in his experiments 

on the production of ions from various materials (Sekido and Elliott 1985). It was 

proposed that perhaps this was due to some extraterrestrial radiation, but there was 

no direct evidence for this until Victor Hess' historic balloon flight in 1912, where he 

measured the ionization as a function of altitude and found a strong correlation. He 

concluded that this observation could be best explained by a penetrating radiation 
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incident from above. R. Millikan later confirmed this conclusion in 1921, and coined 

the term "cosmic rays" out of what we know now is the flawed assumption that the 

particles were 7-rays . 

The 1930s witnessed great leaps in the understanding of these high-energy 

particles. It became clear that they were mosth' protons (nuclei were not confirmed 

until 1948). and after the development of better cloud chambers and nuclear emul

sions. cosmic ray physics became synonymous with fundamental particle physics. 

Following the development of air shower techniques by P. Auger, several new par

ticles were discovered, including the positron, muon and pion (although there was 

an initial mix-up between these latter two. as at first the nmon was thought to be 

Yukawa's "U-particle" : Sekido and Elliott 1985). Many short-lived unstable parti

cles were also catalogued. As Harry Elliott says in Sekido and Elliott (1985), "The 

study of high-energy interactions and fundamental physics was the almost exclusive 

prerogative of the cosmic ray physicist". It was not until the 1950s when accel

erator technology became more widespread and the overall interest in high-energy 

processes was fueled by new advances in this field, that the study of cosmic ray 

physics suffered something of a setback. Although particles with energies observed 

from space could not be created in labs, it was deemed generally more important to 

focus on the interactions available for detailed study under carefully defined speci

fications, and to try to understand the basic physics at this lower energy range in 

the hopes of later approaching higher energy. 

Up until this time, cosmic rays were of only minimal interest to astronomers. 

They were observed only near Earth, and were isotropic, so they presented no 

obvious information about astronomical sources. This situation changed suddenly 
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in thie early 1950s, when Alfven and Herlofson (1950) published a paper suggesting 

that the mysterious cosmic radio emission could be due to synchrotron radiation 

from charged leptons. namely cosmic rays. In parallel to the development of particle 

physics through cosmic rays, radio observing had made great leaps since World War 

II. taking advantage of the new electronic technologies developed for warfare. When 

scientists realized that the objects imaged in radio waves were not often visible at 

all in the optical, the entire perspective of astronomy was drastically altered. The 

understanding dawned that the Universe was a much bigger and more exotic place 

than had been previously imagined, and that there was much more intensive radio 

emission than had been supposed from the earliest observations. So when, in 1950, 

s(;ientists realized that cosmic rays could be studied indirectly by their interaction 

signatures in other wavelengths, astronomers suddenly became very interested in 

cosmic rays. This was. in a sense, the birth of "astroparticle physics"', as cosmic 

ray studies were integrated into the broader perspective of astronomy. 

In many ways, from this point on the path of particle physics experiments 

has been dictated by astronomy. For example, in the days of the first nuclear re

actors, the cross sections were not measured beforehand but rather loose estimates 

were calculated and the machines were built without a solid understanding of the 

relevant quantities (see. e.g.. Bernstein 1996). It was only later, in the 1950s and 

1960s when astrophysicists demanded light nuclei cross sections for their calcula

tions. that these quantities were systematically measured by the particle physicists. 

Just as the study of the Universe in the radio wavelengths had created 

a revolution by discovering the staggering amount of non-optical radiation from 

outside the solar system, so in turn would the developing observations in higher 
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frequencies. Cosmic ray studies actually contributed to this as well, since it was 

through the development of balloon experiments to study cosmic ray primaries 

that the ionosphere was discovered in the late 1920s. This led ultimately to the 

realization that X-rays from the sun were contributing to this ionization, and the 

supposition that other stellar objects would emit X-rays in kind. While other groups 

focused on developing ultra-violet (UV) observing missions to send up on V'-2 rockets 

recovered from Germany after WWII, two groups, at the .\aval Research Lab (NRL) 

and MIT respectively, began work on X-ray observations using Geiger counters. The 

breakthrough experiment was led by scientists at American Science Engineering, 

Inc., (AS&E), which later went on to become the MIT X-ray astronomy group. They 

sent up an experiment on an .\erobee rocket in 1962 to see if they could detect X-

rays from the moon (Hirsh 1983). Instead they found a source over a million times 

stronger than the sun in .X-rays, which turned out to be Sco X-l! .\nalogous to the 

situation with early radio observ'ations, the rapid succession of X-ray experiments 

following on this success showed that even though scientists had predicted X-ray 

emission from stars, no one was prepared for just how much emission there would 

be. nor the existence of a diffuse continuum. 

The revolution in understanding gleaned from radio and X-ray observa

tions was that high-energy phenomena seemed to play a much more dominant role 

in the Universe than had been anticipated. Immediately after the 1962 discovery 

of extra-solar X-rays—with the space race with Russia contributing to the fervor— 

high-energy astrophysics exploded into a very active and well-funded field. NASA 

put significant resources into developing better X-ray rocket and eventually satel

lite experiments, and by the late 1960s scientists managed to ascertain the rough 

locations for the brightest X-ray sources (Giacconi et al. 1968). 
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Similarly, in a rather amusing anecdote, scientists at Los Alamos saw flashes 

of gamma-rays from spy satellites designed to detect Russian clandestine nuclear 

tests from space. After some initial alarm, they soon realized that these flashes 

emanated from space and the results were first published in a scientific journal by 

Klebesadel et al. (1973). The awareness that objects existed which create violent 

outbursts of radiation at even higher energies than X-ray accelerated the drive to 

extend studies to the 7-ray range. 

The next decade witnessed a rush of increasingly better X-ray missions and 

the development of more sophisticated " -ray instruments, which have provided not 

only better imaging but also the first spectral information on these previously elu

sive sources. However, in order to model these promising high-energy spectra, it is 

necessary to know something in detail about the relevant processes involved. The 

recent advances of late are revealing that our understanding of some of the micro-

physics is not good enough to discern between various models. Unfortunately, most 

of the work developing the interaction physics was concentrated at the beginning 

of the high-energ\' breakthrough period, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when 

there was much work among cosmic ray physicists to take the information from 

accelerator experiments and interpret it in an astrophysical context. This research 

has been plagued from the beginning by the lack of good data, both from particle 

physics and astronomy. Only in the last roughly 15 years, with the rapid devel

opment and implementation of the above experiments and the several promising 

upcoming experiments, has astroparticle physics begun to come into its own as a 

distinct discipline. The new influx of data has also led to renewed interest in high-

energy emission processes and an increased need for better interaction information. 

In part, the astrophysical community has been responsible for the drive to higher 
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collider energies, as can be seen in the case of the CERN SPS where (Albajar et al. 

1990). 

The motivation for boosting the Collider operation up to the maximum 

SPS beam momentum was mainly the search for Centauro or other un

usual events observed in cosmic ray experiments in the region of around 

10"' TeV/c laboratory momentum. 

With the extreme advances in technology heralding a new age of observing, 

the Galactic center holds a very important place for high-energ\' studies because 

of its proximity. It provides us with an unparalleled opportunity to test our ideas 

in an environment we can constrain with low-energy observations, before we apply 

what we have learned to distant regions where we have no hope of resolving much of 

the detailed physical surroundings. It is by studying these interactions in our own 

Galaxy that we will likely find the key towards understanding why our Galaxy is 

not active in the sense of an .A.GN. and how the highest energy particles we observe 

in 7-rays . cosmic rays and neutrinos, are created. 

In this work, I have gone back to the particle physics data in order to 

extract information that has not been used recently, for modeling the creation of 

7-rays and other particles in our Galactic center. The previous chapter summarized 

the Galactic center observations at lower frequencies, which provide us with the 

information we need to model the processes at higher energy. For the rest of this 

chapter, we will now focus on the reason why high-energy processes are important 

in our Galactic center, and discuss some of the possible implications. We start with 

an observational histor\'. 
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2.2 Earlier X-ray and 7-ray Observations of the GC 

Unlike the case with radio and IR observations. X-ray images have not revealed a 

clear picture of the sky within ~ 1° of the GC. This is partly due to differences in 

achieving resolution and partly due to the variability of many of the sources. In 

fact, most of the roughly 60 or so X-ray sources in the GC are transients or highly 

variable. 

As mentioned in Section 2.1. scientists in the 1960s, particularly at MIT. 

began searching for extra-solar X-ray sources using counting experiments sent up on 

rockets. By the late 1960s, several sources in the Galactic center region had already 

been detected (see. e.g.. Bowyer et al. 1965: Gursky et al. 1967: Bradt et al. 1968; 

Mayer et al. 1970). and high-precision positions had been obtained for many by the 

-MIT group (c.f.. Schnopper et al. 1970), along with rudimentary spectra. 

The first hard X-ray radiation seen from the region of the GC in 1968 was 

reported in Haymes et al. (1969). But despite almost a decade of effort (see early 

attempts in Kraushaar and Clark 1962). a positive cosmic 7-ray detection proved 

more elusive. 7-ray astronomy only emerged as an observational science when a 

telescope on-board the OSO-3 (Orbiting Solar Observatory) satellite detected the 

emission of photons about ~ 100 Me\' from the plane of the Galaxy, with a broad 

maximum in the direction of the GC (Clark et al. 1968). The 7-rays appeared to 

come from a diffuse band within 15° of the Galactic equator, and the resolution was 

so poor it precluded determining if there were any point sources. This preliminary 

result was soon confirmed by Kniffen and Fichtel (1970). using a balloon-borne 

instrument, and who also obtained spectral data indicating a flat spectrum between 
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~ 50 - 100 MeV, consistent with the predictions for tt" decays (see Stecker 1971). 

Johnson et al. (1972a) also detected 7-rays from the same region with another 

balloon experiment, with some preliminary indication of a spectral emission line. 

A year later, Johnson and Haymes (1973) confirmed this result and determined the 

line was definitely present, with o.3cr at ~ 476 keV, ruling out that it could be an 

annihilation line. It was not clear what nuclear line this could be. 

In 1971 UHURU. the first orbiting X-ray satellite, observed the GC with 

better resolution than was previously possible. Kellogg et al. (1971) reported that 

X-rays from the region of the Galactic nucleus were seen for the first time. They 

observed extended X-ray emission of moderate strength, with an unusual spectrum 

(not clearly thermal or non-thermal) located near the center, coincident with the 

radio source Sgr A and the FIR complex reported by Hoffmann et al. (1971). They 

surmised that the extended emission included several individual sources, but did 

not have the resolution to determine anything specific. 

This started a push towards better positional determinations, in the hopes 

of finding lower-energj' counterparts. This is very important, because if a radio or 

optical counterpart of an X-ray source can be identified, the amount of information 

that can be obtained about is greatly increased, and it provides crucial constraints 

for models. Surveys of the GC by the British Ariel-5 and Copernicus satellites later 

established much better positions for the UHURU sources (Wilson et al. 1977; Will-

more et al. 1974). Soon aftenvards, rocket experiments began to resolve individual 

UHURU sources into their composite sources (e.g., Cruddace et al. 1978; Proctor 

et al. 1978). 

The first major step towards our current understanding occurred with the 
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development of the first imaging X-ray satellite, Einstein. All previous experiments 

had only had proportional counters. Einstein detected 12 possible point (or un

resolved) sources together with an extended, diffuse component lying along the 

Galactic plane. One source was coincident with Sgr A. but the resolution was not 

sufficient for a positive identification (Watson et al. 1981). If this source were in 

fact Sgr A*, it would be 5 orders of magnitude less luminous in X-rays than a typical 

AGN. Einstein also detected 1E1740.7-2942. located about 50' south of the nucleus, 

which later turned out to be the strongest hard X-ray and 7-ray source in the inner 

Galaxy. 

Concurrent to this development, the first observations of 7-ray emission in 

the MeV range from the GC region were in the beginning of the 1970s (Johnson 

et al. 1972b; Haymes et al. 1975). Line emission in the 7-ray energy range from 

0.1 — 10 MeV is produced in astrophysical sources by nuclear processes. This is in 

contrast to astronomical X-ray emission where lines are generated by atomic tran

sitions. The most prominent cosmic 7-ray emission lines are expected to include 

the electron/positron annihilation, as well as deuterium and '"C and Zanrosso 

et al. (1981) found the 4.4 Me\' ^'"C line and may have seen the "'O. Riegler et al. 

(1981) also detected a time varying, unshifted narrow 511 keV" annihilation line from 

the GC, requiring an annihilation rate of lO*'^ Later high resolution measure

ments with Ge spectrometers (Leventhal et al. 1978; Riegler et al. 1981) proved the 

presence of variable intense and narrow line emission at 0.511 MeV, as expected for 

e^e" annihilation. Soon afterwards, the line at 1.8 MeV was detected using 

the HEAO-C spectrometer by Mahoney et al. (1982) (see also Mahoney et al. 1984; 

Share et al. 1985; von Ballmoos et al. 1987; Diehl et al. 1993). The short lifetime of 

this transition indicates a recent episode of energetic nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy, 
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such as massive star formation, supernovae and novae. 

After Einstein, the next X-ray image of the GC was not until the Spacelab 

2 XRT mission (Skinner et al. 1987). They found that, while there was detectable 

hard emission from the Galactic nucleus, it was a "'puny" source in comparison to 

1E1740.7-2942, which dominated the field. They estimated an X-ray luminosity of 

~ 6.2 X 10^'^ergs"'. They also saw a diffuse component and commented, "'Several 

authors have reviewed mechanisms which may give rise to diffuse or apparently 

diffuse X-ray emission in the GC. We wish to point out that, whatever the origins 

of the photons, the density of interstellar matter is so high in this unique region 

that X-ray scattering must be important". Around the same time, the SPARTAN-

1 observations indicated this possible GN source was variable, having decreased 

roughly by a factor of four since the EINSTEIN observations (Kawai et al. 1988). 

However, later coded-aperture imaging by the balloon-borne Gamma-Ray Imaging 

Payload (GRIP) (Cook et al. 1991) saw no low-energy 7-rays from the GN and 

instead suggested that the Einstein, Spacelab 2 and Spartan-1 hard X-ray source 

might instead be associated with 1E1740.7-2942. 

Using the GINGA satellite, Koyama et al. (1989) discovered enhancement 

of the 6.7 keV line in the direction of the GC. This line is attributed to the heUum-

like iron K-shell transition, which is the most abundant ionization state in an op

tically thin hot plasma with T ~ 10^ — 10^ K, and is consistent with collisional 

processes in a shock-heated plasma (ie. by an explosion). Such a high temperature 

is rather surprising since the gravitational potential would not be strong enough 

to bind it to the GC (e.g., see Townes 1989). This detection was the first X-ray 

indication of activity in the GC region. Yamauchi et al. (1990) then produced 
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two-dimensional maps of this emission line and found extended emission with an 

elliptical shape. They found that the total thermal energy required an explosion of 

~ 10^"' ergs taking place in the GC within the last 10^ years. However, it might 

also be consistent with several SNs or novae going off, which agrees with detections 

of nuclear ^^-ray lines (see von Ballmoos et al. 1987). However. GINGA found no 

pronounced peak from the nucleus in the 2 — 18 keV" range, in contrast to earlier 

missions. 

The German ROSAT X-ray satellite, launched in 1990. resolved the Einstein 

source associated with Sgr .A.* by previous missions into three components (Predehl 

and Truemper 1994). One of these was coincident with Sgr A.* to within less than 

10" and had a flux of 7.4 x 10^'^ergs"' in the 1.2 — 2.5 keV band, but nothing in 

the 0.8 — 1.2 ke\' band, suggesting that it is strongly absorbed. Comparison with 

the results of the earlier detections implied an extra, local absorption of = 

1 — 1.5 X 10"^ cm"-. They noted that this is typical of Seyfert 2 galaxies. 

The highest frequencies finally attained orbiting satellite missions in the last 

decade. The first, the Compton GRO, will be discussed in Chapter 2. The other 

was the Russian satellite GRAN.AT, carrying Russian and French telescopes ART-P 

and SIGMA respectively. From earlier observations, it had long been known that 

the GC contained a time-variable point source of positron annihilation line radiation 

(Leventhal et al. 1978). Mandrou et al. (1990) (SIGMA/GRANAT team) identified 

this so-called Galactic center "Great Annihilator" electron/positron annihilation 

source with the Einstein and hard X-ray source 1£'1740.7 — 2942. .Just after this 

identification, GRIP (Cook et al. 1991) saw no 511 keV emission from any source in 

the GC, supporting the strong variability. A radio source was found coincident with 
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this source (Mirabel et al. 1992), showing a core with twin jets and lending weight 

to the supposition that this object is linked to a black hole. However, there is still 

some debate as to whether or not IJE'1740.7 — 2942 is in fact the source of most 

of the GC annihilation, since the HEAO-3 results were later reanalyzed to find no 

variability, and OSSE on the Compton GRO detected no variability either (Purcell 

et al. 1997). It is still possible that some of the annihilation stems from the GC. 

In a summary of their results for the GC. Sunyaev et al. (1993) reported a 

weak, hard X-ray source coincident with Sgr .A, VV, and presented an argument that 

perhaps the 6.7 keV line was not due to a 10® K plasma (which causes dynamical 

confinement problems). They noted that at higher energies, the emission seems 

to have features in conunoii with the molecular gas. This led them to suggest 

that a good portion of the X-rays are from nearby compact sources that have been 

Thomson scattered by the dense molecular gas. This would result in an iron line at 

6.4 keV, with a flux estimate consistent with the observed flux. If the iron line were 

in fact due to a hot plasma in these circumstances, the temperature could be much 

lower than that derived under the assumption of thermal bremsstrahlung. They 

also proposed that since scattering must exist (see earlier quote from Skinner et al. 

1987), the observed X-ray flux, even if not from Thomson scattering, provides an 

extreme upper limit on the averaged X-ray luminosity from the GC in the recent 

past. Turning this argument around, they argued that the low X-ray luminosity 

observed shows that the nucleus has not emitted at anywhere near the Eddington 

luminosity for even one day in at least the last 400 years! This is based on an X-ray 

luminosity of ~ 10^® ergs"^ 

However, ASCA confirmed not only the 6.7 keV continuum, but found 
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another continuum in the 6.4 keV hne (Koyama et al. 1996; Yamauchi et al. 1997). 

This line, as suggested by Sunyaev et al. (1993) did seem to trace the Galactic 

plane and molecular gas distribution, but this is because it is a K-shell transition 

line emitted from low-ionized (cold) Fe. They suggested that its origin is from 

fluorescence of clouds radiated by a source of X-rays, but could not specify the 

exact source. Their estimation of a required X-ray flux of ~ 10"^® ergs"' rules out 

the GC source. The 6.7 ke\' emission is symmetric about the GC and seems that 

it is. in fact, associated with a very hot plasma. They also confirmed the ROS.^T 

detection of the source possibly coincident with Sgr A*. 

An X-ray survey of the GC region was also carried out by the BeppoSAX 

observatory' (Sidoli et al. 1999), and they reported an upper limit for the flux of 

Sgr A* of ~ 3 X lO'^'"'ergs"' in the 2 — 10 keV range. Most recently, Chandra 

has finally arrived on the scene, and their preliminary results for Sgr A* indicate 

an upper limit on the 0.5 — 10 keV flux is 4.5 x 10^^ ergs"', about a factor of 

4 — 5 less than the previously published ROSAT limits (see Session 62.01 in the 

B.A.A.S. for the .Atlanta .January 2000 meeting, unpublished at the time of this 

writing). Considering the argument presented in Sunyaev et al. (1993), this means 

the nucleus has not emitted at the Eddington luminosity for orders of magnitude 

longer than 400 years! 

2.3 The Galactic Center as a 7-ray Source 

From the previous section, it is clear that much progress has been made towards 

understanding the high-energy face of the Galactic center. However, even as Chan

dra is finally casting light on some of these issues, there are still many outstanding 
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problems. In particular, the hint of X-ray emission from the nucleus seems to hold 

out promise of there being more emission at higher frequencies. The problem is that 

7-ray frequencies are really the last bastion of poor resolution, with typical angular 

resolution of about one degree of arc on the sky. Since the Galactic center is about 

8.5 kpc away (Reid 1993; Kerr and Lynden-Bell 1986). an arcdegree encompasses 

over 100 pc when projected back this distance. This makes it impossible to image 

anything specific, and so the best information for modeling comes from the spec

trum within the error box of the detection. Using this information, we can then 

attempt to find a source which lies in this error box. and for which a model of the 

7-ray production matches the spectrum. Luckily, from the observations detailed in 

Chapter 1. we know quite a bit about what is there. This allows us to construct 

reasonable physical models since our understanding of parameters such as the den

sity. magnetic field, photon fields and local velocities and scales is far better than 

it would be for a more distant source. 

EGRET on-board the Compton GRO was the first satellite capable of MeV 

and higher energies. As all the earlier instruments, it looked at the GC in order to 

see if there was any indication of a source, and there was! This original detection 

was catalogued along with other unidentified sources in (Thompson et al. 1995). 

The source was given the identification tag 2EG J1746 — 2852, and was originally 

presented online in the GCNEWS bulletin (Mattox 1997). Later improvements and 

considerably more discussion were published in Mayer-Hasselwander et al. (1998), 

from which the following summary of the data is taken. 

Figure 2.1 shows the residual smoothed count maps and profiles from the 

Galactic plane, from a set of data compiled over roughly five years by the EGRET 
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Figure 2.1: Residual smoothed counts maps and profiles in several energy ranges 

after subtraction of the model-predicted diffuse emission background. The panels 

refer to t hese energy ranges: a > 1 GeV, b 300 MeV- 1 GeV, c 100- 300 MeV, d 
30- 100 MeV. From Mayer-Hasselwander et al. (1998). 
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team. The energy* bands for each panel is referred to in the caption. In the lowest 

energ\' range, there is quite a bit of contamination in the central region (within ~ 5° 

of [0°.0°]) from nearby sources. As the energy increases, the individual sources are 

gradually resolved until the highest energy range shown, > I GeV, where it is 

clear that the strong source in the central region is unique and not due to interference 

from any intervening object. The closest comparable 7-ray sources are about 15° 

away on either side, a quasar and a pulsar respectively. While it is impossible to 

determine the exact location of the source with this resolution, the emission center 

for Ey > \ Ge\' is confined within a < 0.2° radius error circle. This suggests 

that, at least for high energies, one source or extended emission volume with a very 

hard spectrum dominates the emission and is located or peaking within 30 pc of the 

actual dynamical center of the Gahixy. Given that there are no other strong sources 

within ~ 15°. the authors estimate the chance coincidence to be only ~ 10""' that 

the source is in the line of sight and not actually located in the Galactic center. 

The spectrum of the source is shown in Figure 2.2. No variability is seen 

down to detector sensitivity (~ 15 — 20%). The shape of the spectrum is reminiscent 

of the 7-ray spectrum observed by EGRET from several other unidentified EGRET 

sources later associated with supernova remnants (Gaisser et al. 1998). However 

the highest energy data points, corresponding to the region where a power law of 

index —3.1 gives a good fit, is much steeper than what is usually expected for a 

supernova remnant model (~ 2.2 — 2.4; Gaisser et al. 1998). While the spectrum 

itself is generic enough to not rule out any particular model, the energetics are 

probably too much for a typical stellar object (£ ss 2 x 10^^ ergs s~^ The presence 

of 7-rays in general suggests an object or extended region with significant particle 

acceleration of some kind, and this narrows the choices down further. 
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Figure 2.2: Differential photon spectrum for the Galactic center source excess to
gether with a broken-power-law fit (the fit parameters are shown at the bottom of 
the figure). Note that this fit is not representative of any particular model. From 
Mayer-Hasselwander et al. (1998). 
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Whichever model is considered, the steps one needs to take in order to 

construct a predicted spectrum are the same: 

• Decide how the relativistic particles are energized 

• Using what is known of the local environment, construct the interacting spec

trum of relativistic particles 

• Determine which interactions will dominate the spectrum, and then calculate 

the resulting spectral contributions 

• Determine if secondaries contribute, and if so, calculate their spectral contri

butions 

2.4 Possible Sources of the 7-ray Flux 

One object suggested after the EGRET results were published was Sagittarius A* 

(Sgr A*), the compact nonthermal radio source at the dynamical center of the 

Galaxy. In an attempt to better constrain the mass of the central putative massive 

black hole, Mastichiadis and Ozernoy (1994) considered that accreting wind may 

contain a shock which, assuming locally accelerated particles would create 7-rays , 

could provide an upper limit by estimating its high-energy emission and comparing 

to the EGRET spectrum. However, this attempt, was not complete and ended 

in concluding a mass of ~ 10^ Mq, which even for the times was extremely low 

compared to what was surmised from dynamics (see, e.g., Melia et al. 1992, Melia 

1992, and references therein). The possibility that a more detailed calculation could 

yield a more viable model left Sgr A* an appealing candidate for reasons which will 

be discussed further in Chapter 5. 
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Another possibility, suggested by Pohl (1997), is that a population of mono-

energetic electrons in a radio structure known as the Galactic Center Arc could be 

creating the EGRET excess via IC upscattering. While interesting, there is no 

understood mechanism which could realistically produce such a distribution in this 

region. VVe do not consider this model here. 

The most recent source proposed is the supernova remnant-like object very 

close to the Galactic center. Sagittarius East (Sgr A E). This extended object 

is an attractive choice because of its large energetics, and observations indicating 

a nonthermal synchrotron spectrum and the presence of shocks are strong circum

stantial evidence for the presence of relativistic particles. This, combined with 

the increasingly more standard idea that cosmic rays are accelerated in supernovae 

shocks, make it likely that -/-rays will be produced as these relativistic particles 

interact with their environment. VV'e discuss this idea further in Chapter 6. 

2.5 Importance 

The proximity of the GC in combination with increasingly better observations, 

makes it the ideal testing ground for our ideas about high-energy processes as well 

as the dynamics of galactic nuclei in general. Not only does it offer us the chance to 

better understand such things as the efficiency of shock acceleration, cooling pro

cesses and diffusion, and high-energ>' particle production, the Galactic center also 

presents itself as the key to understanding the relationship between our Galaxy and 

its more distant cousins. In order to fully understand the universe and our place in 

it. we need to be able to explain the observations of our Galaxy and place it in a 

context with observation of other Galactic nuclei, both near and far. Determining 
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the source of the strong Galactic 7-ray emission is ver\' important for understand

ing high-energy processes because we have the chance to further constrain many 

parameters which are currently free for environments we can only guess at. Our 

results have applications to cosmic ray studies, and any other astrophysical models 

which involve hadronic interactions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

High-Energy Hadronic Interactions I: Parent Spectrum 

3.1 Hadronic Interactions 

In order to understand these seemingly large and energetic processes at great dis

tances. we must start with the tiny particles whose combined interactions produces 

such prodigious emission. .\s synchrotron and Compton interactions are fairly well 

understood (see. e.g.. Blumenthal and Gould 1970). we start with the most impor

tant (to us) and least understood process thus far. hadronic interactions. 

There are many kinds of hadronic interactions, but for this work we will 

consider only the small subset which seems to be the most prevalent in astrophysical 

scenarios. These include 

pp pp k pN pN Ntt 

p^i p^i k. P7 —> N i\V 

P7 pe'^e~ k pe —> eNN^^ , 

where N is either a proton or a neutron and (known as the pion multiplicity) 

represents the energj'-dependent distribution of pions created during the inelastic 

collision of two pions. These interactions can also be extended to nuclei colliding 

with each other and the ambient photon field. 

The elastic interactions serve to redistribute the energy among the protons, 
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and in the case of the p — 7 collision, can boost ambient photons to relativistic 

energies in a way analogous to electron Compton scattering. 

Very little is known from experiments about the probability for charge 

exchange (p —)• n) to occur. Neutrons escape detection in collider experiments, 

making it extremely difficult to draw conclusions concerning their production rate. 

The only data available are at a very low center of momentum energy, \/s = 53 GeV, 

where two experiments recorded the production spectra of protons and neutrons, 

respectively, from p-p collisions (Albrow 1973; Engler et al. 1975). At this low 

energy, charge exchange occurs ~ 21.7% of the time. This is consistent with the 

estimates made by other groups (e.g., Begelman et al. 1990). and since no data 

exist at higher energy we will adopt the standard approach to this problem, viz., 

assume a constant value. This seems physically viable since estimates based on 

quark counting, find a probability around 25% at high energj- (Ralph Engel, private 

comm.). 

For the studies in this paper, p-p interactions will turn out to be the only 

important contributions to the spectrum out of the interactions shown in Equation 

3.1. This is mainly because of the local photon distributions and their effect (or 

lack thereof) on the relativistic particles. Details for each case will be discussed in 

the relevant chapters. 

3.1.1 The Steady State Distributions 

Assuming the system achieves equilibrium, we can calculate the steady-state proton 

distribution resulting from the balance of injection from the shock, cascade collisions 

producing secondary particles which feedback into the system, and synchrotron and 
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inverse Compton losses. 

An important parameter in determining the steady state distribution of 

protons is the inelasticity Kpp, defined as the fraction of available energy lost to 

secondaries per p-p collision. Up to the ISR energies, Kpp ^ 0.5 (Fowler et al. 1984). 

Above 63 GeV, Kpp = where the higher energv' slope is from Alner et al. 

(1986), normahzed to match the ratio of = 0.6 from Fowler et al. (1984). We 

take the total cross section as a function of energj' from the most current particle 

physics data (Case et al. 1998). Although the highest energy achieved in modern 

colliders is orders of magnitude less than that attained in astrophysical scenarios, we 

are fortunate in that the data for CM energies greater than ~ 100 GeV have a log-

linear form, making it possible to extrapolate. For the entire relevant energy range 

this is within the Froissart upper bound, which states that at extremely high energy, 

fppoc oc (In 5)-. Since we would like to account separately for the inelastic and elastic 

fractions of the total cross section and the different processes belonging to both, we 

also need information about cTpp^ei. where (ipp^tot = (^pp.ei + <^pp.jn- Unfortunately, the 

data for app,e/ are more sparse. The ratio of (Jpp,ei/(^pp,iot^ to which we shall refer as 

Tg, is roughly linear in s/s for the three highest data points (Abe et al. 1994; Caso 

et al. 1998), and we use this to extrapolate the data up to our maximum energy. 

We define the fraction of the total cross section belonging to inelastic collisions 

— ^pp.in! '^pp,tot-

Over the allowed energ>' range (see below), we solve the space-independent 

diffusion loss equation (for the protons, the cooling occurs much faster than spatial 
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losses): 

^pi-Ep) — .892 J R,,(El) {S(El -  £p,,) + S(El - E,a)) dE',+ 

2 dUp 
hp{Ep) Kp Ep /[nhapp{Ep)c + 2Ep Kp\ , (3.1) 

- p j  

where 

RppiEp) - nhO-pp{Ep)cnp(Ep) cm 's 'GeV ' (3.2) 

is the rate of p-p collisions at energ\- Ep, and 

Kp= {A(TTnii/3c^mp)UB + {•ic/iZinipC^)-) Jap^{e. Ep)en^{e)de 

Is the sum of constants appearing in Psync + Pcomptm ^ Ep. 

The first term in Equation (3.1) represents the influx of protons having en

ergy' Ep as secondaries in the out channels of p-p collisions between the relativistic 

protons with energy Ep_i and Epo and the ambient protons. The relationship be

tween these two energies and Ep is determined by special relativity and, for inelastic 

scattering, the inelasticity Kpp. If the scattering is elastic, in the CM frame, the 

two leading nucleons will on average divide the available energy- between them. A 

proton having energ\- Ep in the laboratory frame could be produced either as the 

lower energy (£"*.1. in the CM frame) member of a proton pair or as the higher 

energy (f'p o) member from a second collision. Because the leading protons almost 

always travel along or opposite the direction of the boost between the laboratory 

and CM frames, one must solve 

< Ep >= ycmiEp ± pcm\jE;'^ - (3.3) 

to find Ep i^ and E* 2- Assuming on average that the leading protons split the avail

able energy per collision, one can solve for the original CM energies, \/§i and v^2) of 
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the two collisions by \/I = 2£'p/(l —App), in the inelastic case, and \/l = '2E* in the 

elastic case, and then finally solve for the laboratory energies of the two instigating 

protons by Ep = s/'2mp — nip. We account for the energ\'-dependent weighting of 

the elastic versus inelastic scattering contributions by multiplying the appropriate 

terms by re{Ep) and ri{Ep). respectively. The constant before the integral takes 

into account the charge exchange probability, assuming that the leading neutrons 

created have an equal probability of scattering either forward or backward. At the 

highest energies, we include a term for p-7 collisional losses (Chodorowski et al. 

1992). which become dominant above proton energy ~ 10' GeV. We calculate the 

proton synchrotron and inverse Compton fluxes from this steady-state distribution. 

The collisions of these relativistic protons with the ambient ones create 

electrons and positrons via charged pion decay. The details of the resulting distri

butions will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Here we only illustrate the form 

of the steady state calculation for the produced secondary leptons. Following the 

same procedure as above, we solve the diffusion loss equation for the electrons and 

positrons, 

hf[Eg) = -)- Ecoul "I" Eijj-gjji^ rig{E^) (3.4) 

for the steady-state distribution rieiEe). which we then use to calculate the syn

chrotron, inverse Compton. bremsstrahlung and coulomb contributions to the 

spectrum from the cascade e^s. Here, Esc represents the cooling from syn

chrotron and inverse Compton scattering, and goes as KgE'g, where Kg is given 

by {4/3)aTc/{TneC')'{UB + ̂ \)- The cooling terms for bremsstrahlung and coulomb 

have been taken from Sturner et al. (1997), as well as a modification to the Compton 

cross section to account for the Klein-Nishina limit. 
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3.1.2 Note on Compton Scattering 

We calculate the spectrum and cooling rate using Equation (2.48) in Blumenthal 

and Gould (1970), which includes the Klein-Nishina expression for the cross section, 

but which also reduces to the Thomson value in the case of low energy. 

While some papers (see. e.g., Begelman et al. 1990) have advocated calcu

lating the upper limit for proton inverse Compton spectrum by scaling the Thomson 

cross section ctt for the proton mass, we think this is not the best approach. At 

high energies, which is what we are interested in, the photon starts to sample the 

internal structure of the proton at quite a low energy, and most of the available 

energy will then be channeled into products of the inelastic collision. What one 

must do to calculate this correctly is to find the fraction of the total proton-photon 

cross section (Tp^^iot that comprises only the elastic collisions. as a function of 

CM energy and substitute this into the expressions for the spectrum and cooling 

rate in place of ar- Unfortunately, although data for crp-,,ioi exist up to a CM energy 

of » 200 GeV (Aid et al. 1995.). there is thus far no measurement about which 

we know for (Tp^.g/ alone. It is possible to calculate this using Regge theory (Block 

et al. 1999; Braaten, Goulianos 1998, private communication), and we feel this is 

worthwhile to incorporate in the case of more luminous galactic nuclei, where the 

energetic photon population often dominates the interactions. However, in the case 

of the Galactic center, an upper limit will suffice, since it is a relatively weak com

ponent. We therefore calculate the proton inverse Compton spectrum using ajyy^tot, 

which is a significant overestimation by possibly over an order of magnitude, but as 

we shall see, still not the major contributor to the overall spectra. 
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3.2 The Calculational Procedure for Steady State Distributions 

The first step is to identify which photon-producing processes dominate in which 

energj' ranges. Following Begelman et al. (1990) and Chodorowski et al. (1992), 

we do this by comparing the cooling rates of relativistic protons from synchrotron, 

inverse Compton scattering, and the collisions as functions of energy. Then, com

paring the total loss rate from all processes combined to the proton acceleration 

rate, it is possible to find the maximum Lorentz factor attained by the protons. 

This sets the high-energy cutoff for the injected power-law distribution. We use the 

rest energy of the proton as the minimum energ\'. Within these energy limits we 

solve Equation 3.1. For the electrons and positrons, we follow a similar procedure 

and solve Equation 3.4. 
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CHAPTER 4 

High-Energy Hadronic Interactions II: Product Spectra 

4.1 Reconciling Theory and Data 

Possibly the most difficult task in particle astrophysics is figuring out how to ex

tract information from existing particle physics data that is useful for astrophysical 

models. On a very basic level, the languages are different, and one must be able 

to convert data taken in detector variables such as rapidity or transverse momen

tum to something useful for an entirely different physical context. But more than 

that, the most important interactions for our work occur at low collision energy. 

This may seem counter-intuitive considering that this is technically a high-energy 

study. However, while our focus is on particle production and behavior at the high

est detector energies, the particle distributions we are dealing with are most often 

power laws, so the dominant particle numbers are at the lower end. Because our 

tightest constraints come from the better astrophysical data at the lower end of the 

•'high-energy" range, in order to say anything about what happens at high energy, 

we must start by explaining what happens there. 

In the case of emission from the Galactic center, the particles determining 

the overall normalization of the fit are the lowest, right near the peak of the pion 

"bump" at ~ 67.5 MeV (see Stecker 1971, Figure 5.2). Understanding the energy 

distribution of the parent pions in this energy range is the key to the entire fit, 
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because a small difference in slope that may not seem noticeable in the EGRET 

range could result in over an order of magnitude difference in predictions for gamma-

rays or neutrinos in the TeV-PeV range. 

The problem is that this energj' range was only the exciting threshold of 

detector physics in the 1970s. During this time, communication between different 

groups was not what it is today, and results were more often found in the proceedings 

of conferences rather than in refereed journals. The error bars were often large, and 

unfortunately often people knew what they were trying to explain ahead of time, 

which biased the interpretations. By the time the publication and dissemination of 

data became more standardized, new detectors had been built and the exploration 

of this energy^ range was no longer conducted. There was never much interest in 

exploring the lower energy range again with the better instruments, mainly because 

the promise of a new. fundamental discovery lay always at higher energy; there just 

was not enough return for the effort. This leaves us with the unlucky task of trying 

to form a picture of the particle distributions from low energy collisions without all 

the proverbial pieces of the puzzle. 

Unfortunately, we cannot even rely on theory because the exact nature of 

hadronic interactions (QCD) is not yet fully understood from a theoretical stand

point: the many ambiguities in the data make it difficult to construct an exact 

model for the particle production. Most hadronic interaction models have enough 

parameters to explain the data sufficiently well that it is not possible to discern 

between several competing concepts. 

At higher CM energy, the situation is much clearer and we have an easier 

time adapting the particle physics data to our astrophysical scenarios. 
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As mentioned briefly in Chapter 1, in parallel to the development of particle 

physics experiments, there were many attempts to find ways to include these new 

data into astrophysical models. While some of these projects were initiated slightly 

earlier, the work began in earnest in the late 1960s. Mostly involving cosmic ray 

physicists, the main focus was to find convenient parameterizations for the interac

tion cross-sections of cosmic rays, and the resulting distributions in energy of their 

products. This is summarized by an experimental paper of the day (Capiluppi et al. 

1974): 

The pre.serit interest in studying inclusive reactions may be traced to the 

theoretical work of Feynman (Feynman 1969) and Beneke et al. (Beneke 

et al. 1969) which stressed the possible appearance of simple and gen

eral properties of inelastic processes, independent of the reaction mech

anisms. Thus the terms of "scaling" and of "limiting fragmentation" 

were introduced, and many experiments were performed to test their 

validity and the ways in which the "scaling" region was approached. 

In terms of hadronic collisions, the most important secondary is the pion, 

which decays either directly into photons in the case of neutral pions, or neutrinos 

and electron/positrons via muon decay for charged pions. These secondaries are the 

main players in most of the high-energ\' emission and so calculating their resultant 

distributions accurately is very important. The general form of earlier models came 

in the form of accounting for dominant resonances at low collision energy, and a 

type of scaling relation at higher energy with some interpolating region between. 

The scaling relations are based on the observation by Feynman, referenced above, 

that the shape of the inclusive cross section for secondary particles, when expressed 
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in terms of a variable such as the "Feynman x'\ x = p\\/p\\,max^ is independent of 

the collision energy. The agreement of scaling with the data is dependent on the 

area of parameter space, with more disparity occurring at higher CM energy and 

Pt- Most of the tests of scaling were done in the 1980s and well before. For the 

types of predictions being made at the time, these models were sufficient. 

However, often these assumptions were used in conjunction with more poor 

assumptions about the cross sections or the particle multiplicity, the number of 

secondary particles created after the collision. Another problem is that the precise 

range which falls in the extrapolation range between the resonances and scaling 

happens to coincide with most of the detector range of EGRET. So. explaining 

the data with these models may result in wildly different predictions for input 

parameters and higher energ}- emission, depending on the form of the model for the 

pion production. 

Therefore, a main focus of this work has been to go back to the data and 

see what can and cannot be learned in terms of this region in particular. In general, 

since data is now available over most of the relevant range am^vay. our approach 

has been to incorporate the data into the calculations, rather than finding a general 

parameterization for it. However, because the data exists only in discrete energy 

ranges, and because detectors cannot usually cover all available parameter space, the 

need for interpolating models and extrapolations still exists. We use the standard 

model for the lowest energy interactions, where particle production is dominated 

by particularly the A-resonance, and we choose forms for the cross section in what 

is often the purely interpolated range, that are compatible with the data at those 

energies and what we know of the interactions. 
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4.2 The Pion Multiplicity and Secondary Particle Distributions 

As explained in Chapter 3. p-p collisions are the only mechanism we consider for 

the creation of secondary particles. Besides the secondary nucleons, also discussed 

in Chapter 3. we limit ourselves to the pions which are created in each collision 

and in particular the fate of their various decay products, which are our primary 

interest. This is because, while other mesons such as kaons and rhos are created, 

pions make up roughly 90% or more of the created particles (see. e.g. Capiluppi 

et al. 1974). This percentage is sensitive to the transverse momentum pr and the 

center of momentum (CM) energy ^/s. generally decreasing as either parameter 

increases, and so at higher energy it may be useful to account for the kaon decay 

products as well. However, even at the highest observed energy to date (1800 GeV 

from the Tevatron). the ratio of kaons to pions is ~ 11% (.A.be et al. 1989). For 

this study a margin of 10% is acceptable, and we do not consider other mesonic 

contributions. For energies much higher than 2 TeV. it may be worth a more careful 

consideration of the ratios. 

For each inelastic p-p collision at a particular energy, a multiplicity N„ of 

pions is produced, with a ratio of charged to neutral pions of roughly 2:1. Data 

for the total charged particle multiplicity for p-p collisions. Mrji = exist up to 

1800 GeV and can be fit by a combination of two functions (Sarcevic 1986; Caso 

et al. 1998): 

Mah = 2.700 - 0.060 In ys + 0.668(ln y/s)'\ ^/s < 546 GeV (4.1) 

= 7.200N/i - 7.000, y/s > 546 GeV (4.2) 

The pion distribution in energy is usually measured by collider experiments in the 
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p-p CM frame in terms of the inclusive cross section EcPa/dp^, as a function of the 

transverse (to the beam in experiments; in our case to the direction of the boost 

back to the laboratory frame) momentum, pr- For the same reason mentioned in 

Chapter 3 regarding limited data for the cross-section Cpp, we need to extrapolate 

to higher energies and lower energies beyond the data, and in addition, we must 

also interpolate between the energies of specific experiments. This is possible be

cause of the generally exponential form of the curves, where (theoretically) each 

distribution at a particular CM energy lies above the entire distribution at a lower 

CM energy, and because experiments have measured the expected total multiplicity, 

which allows us to normalize our extrapolations and interpolations correctly. 

In order to find the energies of the pions in the CM frame, we also need 

information about the parallel component of the momentum. p||. For each set of 

data at a particular CM energy, our goal is to convert this information from collider 

variables to attain the total number of pions per pion energy in the laboratory frame 

from a p-p collision at this energj*. dN:^/dE^{\/s). In order to do this, we first use 

the fact that the inclusive cross section can be expressed as Ed^a/dp^ = ' 

where y is the rapidity. The rapidity is defined as y = (1/2) ln([£';r + P\\]/[Eir — P||])-

A related variable is the pseudorapidity, r/, and y « — In tan(0/2) = rj for relativistic 

energies, where cosd = p\\/ |  p \.  

The differential number of pions is then 

where J represents the Jacobian transformation matrix and d^N^/dprdy = 

(4.3) 

{2irpT / cr) ESoj dp^ 
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Because the inclusive cross section is invariant under Lorentz transforma

tions, we do not need to transform each variable to find the above laboratory distri

bution. The reason the rapidity is so convenient is that under a Lorentz transforma

tion along the beam direction (p||, in the general case) to a frame with velocity 

the rapidity transforms as y' = y — tanh~'(/3ir). Similarly, for a boost along the p\\ 

axis pr is invariant by definition. Therefore, the shape of the inclusive cross section 

does not change. In order to find the integrated distribution in the lab frame (Eqn. 

4.3), we must therefore find the range in y in the lab which then, given E„ defines 

the range in pi|. 

The kinematically allowed range in rapidity in the CM frame is \n{s/s/m„) 

for the general case. ln(y/s/rnr) when a particular pr is specified, where mr = 

+ m'^ is called the transverse mass, and represents the energy directed away 

from the boost direction between the CM and the observer's frame. The significant 

range in y is actually smaller than the allowed range at higher CM energies, as 

discussed below in 4.4 

4.3 Specific Forms from Data 

In this section we will go into more detail about the data and forms used for each 

energy range. There have been many p-p and p-p collider experiments over the past 

30 years, each one producing a data set based on a different apparatus and different 

region of phase space. In many cases, two experiments at the same energy have 

somewhat inconsistent results due to differences in procedure, trigger specifications 

and normalization. We sifted through the multitude of data and chose the largest 

set of published data available that are self-consistent. In practical terms, this 
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means the dN^^/dprdy distributions for each CM energy should not cross, so that 

interpolation between distributions is possible. The determination of compatible 

distributions is influenced by our choices of fit for the multiplicity (and thus the 

normalization) and the height of the rapidity distribution as a function of the CM 

energ\', and is not completely objective. 

4.3.1 A-Resonances 

When two protons collide at energies close to the threshold for creating secondaries, 

there are many possible resonances which may dominate the secondary particle pro

duction. During the 1960s, a considerable amount of work on the pion production 

from near-threshold p-p collisions was done by F. W. Stecker in a series of papers 

which culminated in Stecker (1970). In this work, he finds that the assumption that 

the A(r232) resonance (in the paper the mass was still thought to be 1238 MeV, 

which is how it is referred to therein) alone accounts for the total pion production 

for Ep < 3.16 GeV gives decent agreement with the data. Figure 4.1 shows the 

shape of the curve for this formalism. The formulae which he works out have been 

modified and improved upon by Dermer (1986) and Moskalenko and Strong (1998), 

from the latter of which we have taken the form for dN-^/dE-^ already in the lab 

frame, and therefore do not need to work out the integration discussed below for 

higher energy. Figure 4.2 shows the evolution of dN-^/dE in the observer's frame 

over the relevant range of CM energies, as used in our algorithm. 

We also use the form for the inclusive cross section parameterized from 

Dermer (1986) in this energy range, which is based on the best low energy data 

available. 
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Figure 4.1: Energy distribution function of pions in p - ~ rest frame. Also indicates 
resultant decay photon spectrum. From Stecker (1971). 
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Figure 4.2: Energy distribution function of pions In the observer frame over the 
relevant range of yfS from our code. 
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4.3.2 ISR Energy Range 

While data do exist for energies between the A-resonances and ISR range {y/s = 

23—63 GeV). there is no consensus on the exact forms. We will discuss our procedure 

for this energ\- range in 4.4. 

The Cern ISR was operational from the early 1970s until the early 1990s, 

and was the first experiment to collect detailed inclusive cross sections of charged 

particles produced in p-p. as a function of transverse momentum and rapidity. The 

last paper in a series of over 80 ISR publications. Breakstone et al. (1995) includes a 

complete set of inclusive charged hadron cross sections, covering the complete range 

of rapidities for transverse momenta up to 3 GeV/c. This is extremely useful, as this 

seems to be a transition region in rapidity dependence, as will be described in more 

detail below. What is even better is that this paper includes a parameterization 

for the cross section over entire range studied, and which is in very good agreement 

with the data. They find the inclusive cross section can be parameterized as 

. Values for the fit coefficients are given in Table 7 of this reference. This fit is 

valid in the full kinematical rapidity range for 0.25 < Pr < 3.0 GeV/c, and for 

y? = 31 - 63 GeV. 

(4.4) 

with 
•) 

and 
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4.3.3 SPS Energy Range 

By the time the Cern SPS Collider attained its maximum CM energy of 900 GeV 

in 1985 (Lauckner 1985), inclusive charged and neutral particle distributions had 

been studied for a relatively long time, in the hopes of better understanding the 

general features of hadronic collisions at different CM energies. For pr ~ 1 GeV/c, 

previous experiments had found that in general, p-p interactions are characterized 

by an increase in both the multiplicity density in the central region (the height 

of the rapidity plateau), accompanied by an extension of the width of the plateau 

while, on average, the particle transverse momentum shows little dependence on 

the C.M energ\-. However, the SPS coidd reach much higher pr for the same and 

higher CM energies, and saw a markedly different behavior above pr % 1 GeV'/c. 

as demonstrated in Figure 4.3. Where at the lowest transverse momenta, a simple 

exponential function fit the data well, the spectrum became much harder than 

the extrapolated exponential. Albajar et al. (1990) find a better fit to the entire 

spectrum is of the form 

E(f(j/dp^ = .A(l + PTIvtoT"' (-l-^) 

where values for the coefficients as a function of y/s can be found in Table 3 of 

this reference. While the overall trend of the coefficients is to either increase A or 

decrease pxo and n with CM, there appears to be some fluctuations in the values. 

However, the ratio of n to ptq seems to hold steady at around 6.6. The fits are valid 

for the plateau region in rapidity, 0.25 < pr ^ lO-O GeV/c, and for \/s = 200 — 900 

GeV. 
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Figure 4.3: Invariant cross sections as functions of Pr at fixed rapidity and y's = 62 
GeV. The positive particles were multiplied by a factor of 10 for distinction from 
the negatives. The line corresponds to a simple exponential fit for Pr :::; 0. 7 Ge V /c. 
From Breakstone et al. (1995). 
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4.3.4 CDF Energy Range 

The Collider Detector at Fermi published fits to the p-p charged particle inclusive 

cross sections at 630 and 1800 GeV (Abe et al. 1988b). They find a fit of a similar 

form as the SPS. 

E d ^ a / d p ^  =  . 4 - — .  ( 4 . 6 )  
(/>r + Po)" 

where again the coefficients are in the reference. Similar to the SPS also, the 

average ratio of n to po is 6.6. The fit is valid over the rapidity plateau and for 

0.4 < pj' < 10.0 Ge\ /c. 

4.3.5 Interpolations 

While there is a continuous expression in pr, y and \/s for the inclusive cross section 

at ISR energies, from 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 we have only discrete expressions for specific 

CM energies between 200 — 1800 GeV. Fortunately, the forms are quite similar and 

lie in parallel to each other, with the normalization increasing with energy (Fig ??). 

Therefore, in finding for any CM. we use a simple linear interpolation, 

where for < \/s < 

dNT,/dETrdpii{ET,.pii.  \/s) = dN^/dE^dp]i{E^.pi\,  + 

( y j -  v / ^ )  / ( \ / ^ -  y/^x(^dN^/dE^dp\i{E^.p\i,s/^ -  di\\/E^p^iE^,p\\,  y/sT)). 

(4.7) 
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4.4 Dependence of Inclusive Cross Section on Rapidity and Momentum: 

Extrapolations and Interpolations 

4.4.1 Rapidity 

One of the toughest issues to approach is the question of the form of the inclusive 

cross section for niultiparticle production, as a function of rapidity. 

The situation for the momentum-integrated rapidity density = 

f dpridN-^/dpTcly). is fairly clear. The form at very low y/s (53 GeV) is well 

fit by a Gaussian curve (van Apeldoorn et al. 1982: Alper et al. 1975: Horn 

and Zachariasen 1973. or see Figure 4.4). This Gaussian begins to spread out 

synmietrically in rapidity space, and the peak widens into a plateau which is clearly 

visible by 200 Ge\'. Figure 4.5 shows the pseudorapidity distributions from the ISR 

and Cern SPS. and although the pseudorapidity experiences a dip and subsequent 

rise instead of a flat plateau as with rapidity the change in shape and widening of 

the plateau from ISR to the Cern range is evident. The difference in shape can be 

understood from the relation 

dN„ ^ dN„ 

dijdpr \ rnf cosh" ij dydpr 

Near y = /; = 0 if the momentum is integrated out, dNT^/dq is smaller than dN^/dy 

by approximately (1 — m'/ < mf where < ni^ > is on the order of a couple 

GeV or less because of the exponential form of the cross section dependence on pr 

(see below). 

The Gaussian and the plateau's gradual formation has been explained in 

terms of several models, including simple phase space models and more compli

cated difFractive dissociation, fragmentation and fireball models. See Perl (1974), 
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Figure 4.4: Rapidity and pseudorapidity density distributions at yls ~ 4&5 GeV 
for pp annihilation and non-annihilation data. From van Apeldoorn et al. (1982) 
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Figure 4.5: Pseudorapidity distributions from the ISR and Cern SP S at various 
energies for inelastic events. From Alner et al. (1986) 
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Capiluppi et al. (1974) and Collins and Martin (1984) for summaries and predic

tions of the various models. In this work we do not focus on the theory but rather 

only use the data. 

Unfortunately the situation becomes more muddled when looking at ener

gies lower than the ISR and the dependence of the non-momcntum-integrated cross 

section. 

Below the ISR range there is much little information about the rapidity 

density distribution iis a function of pr- In general, although the general trend is 

to show a Gaussian form, the state of the data is not all it could be (as can be seen 

from Figure 4.6). and there was much disagreement between various experiments 

at the time. One of the main problems was the over-interpretation of the data by 

experimentalists eager to provide evidence for various models in favor at the time. 

Carruthers and Doung-van (1973) summarize the difficulties; 

Although many experimental groups have announced the (theoretically 

desired) result that the rapidity distribution has a plateau in the central 

region at ISR energies, we find these results to be contradictor^' and 

confusing when subjected to careful analysis. Some groups have found 

flat q distributions (and then over a rather small range off/), while others 

give y distributions for various fixed pr- In the latter case, possibly 

nonconstant cross sections are often rendered flat by using logarithmic 

graph paper and a stretched out horizontal scale. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 from the above paper exemplify this problem. In the end, the 

authors conclude. 
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Figure 4.6: Example of the problems with low-energy data: this a combined rapidity 
and pseudorapity distribution at yls ~ 11 GeV. The errors are very large and the 
peak is not symmetric. The width also is not consistent with other experiments. 
From Badawy and Abd-el-Salam (1978). 
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Detailed analysis of the available experimental information shows that 

there is little convincing evidence for the long-awaited (multiperipheral) 

plateau in the rapidity distribution, except possibly at the very highest 

accessible ISR energy. 

The detailed study of Ed^a/dp^ at the ISR revealed that the dependence on 

rapidity changes as a function of pr. at least in this energy range. Figure 4.9 shows 

the cross section at 62 GeV as a function of rapidity for various values of pr- It is 

clear that a plateau seems to be forming at high pr but that there is still a Gaussian 

form at lower values. This complex interplay of two forms could exist up to the 

highest collider energies, but it has not been explored to this detail as yet. However, 

if the explicit form of this cross section (see 4.3.2) is integrated over pr. there is still 

a Gaussian form (Figure 4.10). This is not the case above % 200, where the plateau 

dominates even in the total momentum-integrated rapidity density, so it seems that 

the ISR range covers a transitional region between a Gaussian form at low-^/s and 

a plateau at high-v/?. As Capiluppi et al. (1974) notes, "But even at ISR energies 

the plateau, suggested for instance by the short-range order hypothesis, has not yet 

been completely reached". 

When it comes to modeling the cross section outside the regions where there 

are detailed data, we must rely on some educated guesses based on what we know 

for certain. 

The kinematical limit on y is ln(v/5/m„) in general, ln(i/s/mr) for a given 

Pr- This range is appropriate at the lowest CM energies {\/s ^ 100 GeV), where 

the inclusive cross section clearly depends on y. Between the A-resonance region 

and ISR, we use a Gaussian form dN^^/dy ~ exp(—Dj/*), where the width D is fit 
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Figure 4. 7: Data are compared with models for a fiat pseudorapidity plateau 
(solid) and a Gaussian form (dashed). Neither fit very well. From Carruthers 
and Doung-van (1973). 
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Figure 4.8: Different data are compared with models for a fiat pseudorapidity 
plateau (solid) and a Gaussian form (dashed). While the original paper claimed a 
fiat distribution, the Gaussian clearly fits better. From Carruthers and Doung-van 
(1973). 
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from data in van Apeldoorn et al. (1982), Horn and Zachariasen (1973) and Aiper 

et al. (1975). The normalization is found from Equation 4.1. 

We assume above ~ 100 GeV, the plateau dominates the rapidity distri

bution. In reality there is likely a smoother transition between the Gaussian and 

plateau forms, where as the energy increases, the shape becomes increasingly dom

inated by the fiat plateau, with a sharp exponential drop-off on the sides. For the 

purpose of this calculation we appro.xirnate the distribution as a box above >/s ^ 100 

Ge\'. assuming that c/.V^r/c^PT is evenly distributed in rapidity. The height of the 

pseudorapidity plateau has been measured as a function of s/s in Abe et al. (1990). 

This fit is for non-singly diffractive events and must therefore be multiplied by about 

0.9 to be compared with the total inelastic rate (Caso et al. 1998). Also, note from 

Equation 4.8. this is a slight underestimate of the height in y space, but since we 

normalize the box to the total multiplicity from Equation 4.1, the only effect is to 

widen the plateau slightly. The consequence of the box model is that we are not 

accounting for particles which fail on the far extremes of the distribution, those with 

the highest rapidity. However, with the sharp exponential decrease, this turns out to 

be a small fraction of the total number, and even less so as the CM energy increases 

and the drop-off becomes sharper. We will slightly underestimate the amount of 

highest energy pions. but the comparative flux of these will be lost compared to the 

much higher flux of lower energy particles. It would be more important if we were 

modeling the effects of a spectral cutoff in a distribution. 

While we recognize that, given the state of the data and the lack of under

standing of the exact contributing methods, there is room for various opinions on 

this matter, we feel that a reasonable form for the data in this region can be found 
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which is to first order a better attempt than simply drawing a line between the 

A-resonance curve and the ISR range. For one thing, this completely ignores the 

contribution (which is not insignificant) that the pions from ISR-range collisions 

will have on that energy range in the distribution (Figure 4.17). So although there 

are still significant uncertainties in the exact parameters of the fit at energies below 

ISR. the point is that we know that there is (/-dependence in the inclusive cross 

section at ISR energies. This dependence results in curvature and not a power-law 

form in the total dN-^/dE distributions (Figure 4.11), and likely more than ISR at 

lower energy. Therefore it is very likely that at even lower \/s. where the distri

bution in rapidity appears distinctly Gaussian, there will also be a curved and not 

a power law distribution in pion multiplicity as a function of pion energy. This 

is a key point considering that one approach used for this region is to interpolate 

the curve between the A region and ~ 10 GeV. when a version based on Feynman 

scaling (Blasi and .VIelia 1999) can be applied. This results in a power law which 

begins exactly where the A bump leaves off. and it is in this region where not only 

do we expect curvature, but we see it in the EGRET data. 

4.4.2 Transverse Momentum 

The situation is much clearer in the transverse momentum variable. At very low pr 

{pr /v, 1 GeV/c), the form of the inclusive cross section is a simple decaying expo

nential for fixed rapidity (and for all rapidity, once the plateau has been reached), 

with a slope B between 4 — 6 (Breakstone et al. 1995; Capiluppi et al. 1974; Bertin 

et al. 1972). As mentioned in 4.3.3, at higher pr. the cross section is much harder 

than the simple exponential if extrapolated out. For energies where there are no 

specific data forms, similar to Albajar et al. (1990), we choose a simple exponential 
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at the lowest pr and join it to a form similar to the form of the data from SPS (for 

the low energ}' extrapolations) or CDF (for the high energ\- extrapolations). For 

boundary conditions, we require that the curves and their derivatives in pr must 

match, and we leave the index and the point where they join as free parameters 

(specifying that the joining point must be under 1 GeV/c). This turns out to work 

very well, with B, p' (the joining point), n and po all in ranges consistent with the 

data. 

Because the specifications of the individual detectors vary, the data also 

cover different ranges in pr- Because all of the dNT^/dprdy distributions become 

negligible by pr = 10 GeV/c, we chose this as our upper limit for all distributions 

except the ISR fits, which become unphysical above pr = 3.0. The data also reaches 

only to some lowest p-p. either 0.25 GeV/c (ISR, SPS) or 0.4 GeV'/c (CDF). Below 

this range we matched a simple exponential with slope B between 4 — 6, with 

normalization to give the correct multiplicity upon integration over both variables. 

4.4.3 Final Forms of Distributions 

At low energ\'. a factorized form of the inclusive cross section seems to describe the 

data well (Capiluppi et al. 1974). and so for the total cross section we put together 

the Gaussian in y and the joined exponential functions for pr as 

H^rr 
= F(pr)G(y). (4.9) 

where F and G are the appropriate functions, and the rapidity is bounded by the 

kinematical limit. 

For the extrapolations above the ISR energy range, the cross section has 
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no y dependence, and is simply 

£0 = F(pr). (4.10) 

where again F is the appropriate function in pr and is defined only inside the "box" 

approximation of the plateau. 

The following pages include figures of the final distributions based on the 

data, including the low pr extrapolations explained in 4.4.2. Figure 4.11 shows 

dN-^/dE in the observers frame from a p-p collision at = 62 GeV. The same 

type of distribution is shown in Figure 4.12 for \/s = 380 GeV, and in Figure 

4.13 for = 1800 GeV. Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 show extrapolated forms for 

y/s = 5. 150. k. 2000 GeV, respectively. Note how the dependence on y at low 

energy- contributes to an overall curvature compared to higher energj', where the 

central rapidity plateau results in a form which mimics the exponential form of the 

Pt dependence. 

Figure 4.17 shows how the energy of the relativistic protons is mapped 

into the pion energy distribution in the observer frame when the parent proton 

distribution is a power law of index 2.0. The curves are the relative contributions 

of each either data or extrapolation range in proton energies, with the total in 

solid. The A resonance only contributes a small blip on the continuum contribution 

dominated at the lowest energies by the extrapolated functions. As discussed above, 

the amount of curvature may vary but the overall normalization and width is fixed 

by data. The curved shape from data in the ISR regime also contributes to an 

initial steepening before the plateau dominates and results in the pion spectrum 

mimicking that of the parent spectrum at « 3000 GeV. 
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Figure 4.10: Pion number density in rapidity, dN1rjdy in the CM frame after inte
grating out Pr dependence, from ISR data at 62 GeV. 
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Figure 4.11 : Example of dN1r/dE distribution for y'S in the ISR range of energies, 
from Eqn. 4.4. Distribution shown is for y'S = 62 Ge V. 
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Figure 4.12: Example of dN1r /dE distribution for y's in the SPS range of energies, 
from Eqn. 4.5. Distribution shown is for y's = 380 Ge V. 
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Figure 4.13: Example of dN1rjdE distribution for y's in the CDF range of energies, 
from Eqn. 4.6. Distribution shown is for y's = 1800 Ge V. 
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Figure 4.14: Example of dNn/dE distribution for -JS in the extrapolated range 
between ~-resonance dominance and ISR energies, from Equation 4.9. Distribution 
shown is for -JS = 5 GeV. 
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Figure 4.15: Example of dNn /dE distribution for -JS in the extrapolated range 
between ISR and SPS energy range , from Equation 4.10. Distribution shown is for 
-JS = 150 GeV. 
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Figure 4.16: Example of dNn/dE distribution for V3 extrapolated above the range 
of available data. From Equation 4.10. Distribution shown is for V3 = 2000 GeV . 
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4.5 Pion Decay Product Distributions 

The next step is to find the distributions of the resulting decay products. Stecker 

(1971) contains a thorough discussion of much of the following, and we refer the 

reader to this book for more detail. As seen in its rest frame, each will decay, 

splitting its rest energ\' between two photons which will have equal and opposite 

momenta, and equal probability of coming out in any direction. The result is a 

"flat" number density in energy in the observer's frame: 

where and respectively, the Lorentz factor and dimensionless velocity of 

the pion rest frame with respect to the observer's frame. Multiplying this by the 

distributions above, we find that the total ernissivity of photons in the observer's 

frame due to decay is 

where the limits of integration are determined from kinematical considerations. 

Note that the flat distribution in energy of the photons in the observer's frame 

(Eqn. 4.11) creates the pion "bump'' referred to earlier. 

The charged pions decay to leptons. via muon decay, which are themselves 

a source of radiation from synchrotron and inverse Compton processes. Identical 

to the above calculation for the photons except for the masses, we find the muon 

number density per energy in the observer's frame is 

(4.11) 

E,rnax 

photons cm 'MeV (4.12) 

(4.13) 
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where p'^ is the momentum of the muon in the pion rest frame, set by conservation 

of energy and momentum to be p'^ = (m^ — m^)c^/2m^c^ GeV/c. 

To find the distribution of electrons or positrons from a decaying muon 

requires the use of the specific three-body decay probability. Using the decay rate 

from Halzen and Martin (1984) (which incorporates the three-body decay probabil

ity). we find the differential probability of the decay e-s having energy between E'^ 

and E'^ -i- dE[ in the muon rest frame: 

Equation (4.14) as defined in Halzen and Martin (1984) neglects the electron mass, 

which is only appropriate for high E^. VVe here include the mass term (see Ginzburg 

and Syrovatskii 1964) so that the expression is correct for all energy ranges. Using 

the appropriate angle and energj' transformations, this leads to the observer's frame 

normalized probability function 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

which after substituting for — 3^pcos9), using p = ̂ E'^ — m'l (in energy-

units) and changing variables to u = E'^/jf^ = [Eg — 3^pcosd), leads to 

(4.16) 

The production rate from cascades is therefore 

rEtrxnax 
{Ee,E^) / dE^nf,{E^, E^) 

J E^min 

Eufnax 

Eutnin 

Epmax fEpmax f{l\T 
X / dEpR^{Ep)^{E^,E,) cm-^s-^MeV-S (4.17) 

J EpiJiin "•C'Tr 
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where again the limits are determined from kinematics. Using this as the LHS 

term in Equation (3.4), we can solve for the steady-state cascade electron/positron 

distribution, and from this calculate their synchrotron and inverse Compton fluxes. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Sgr A* as a Possible Source of Gamma-rays 

5.1 Observational Evidence and Motivation 

After the EGRET detection of an unidentified excess at the Galactic center, one 

object was jumped on almost immediately as a likely candidate: Sgr A*. One 

obvious reason for this is that galactic center massive black holes comprise a hot 

topic which is not well understood, so if something interesting is happening in the 

center of a galaxy it is tempting to try to test the physics out within this context. 

However, in the case of our Gahixy. the possibility that the central object may 

have been detected in the X-rays also makes it a prime candidate for higher-energy 

emission. 

As detailed in Chapter 1. the compact radio source appears to exist at the 

exact dynamical center of the Galaxy (Menten et al. 1997 and references within; 

McGinn et al. 1989: Lacy et al. 1991), which combined with its unique radio 
« 

characteristics and low proper motion (Backer and Sramek 1987; Reid et al. 1998) 

makes it unique and especially massive. Aside from the mass estimates of over 

10® Mq made from the motions of gas clouds and streamers as mentioned earlier, 

this is corroborated by observations of the stellar dynamics in the central parsec. 

For instance, a study of the central hot stars in the Br7 line saw strong indications 

of orbital motion and fit the velocities of the gas in order to derive ~ 4 x 10® Mq 
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within 0.17 pc of the center (Herbst et al. 1993). 

Haller et al. (1996) then measured velocities for both the hot He I stars 

(using the He I line profiles) as well as cooler stars (using the width of the CO ab

sorption bandhead), and determined a central mass of just under 2 x 10® Mq. From 

stellar radial and proper motions, obtained by comparing succcssive IR images of 

stars in the central cluster, Genzel et al. (1997) found a mass of 2.61 x IQ^ Mq 

within ~ 0.07 pc. This leads to a dark mass density of at least 2.2 x 10^^ Mq pc~^. 

Genzel et al. (1996) have argued that a distribution of neutron stars in equilibrium 

with the central gravitational potential should have a core radius somewhere be

tween 0.15 and 0.3 pc. and this is already much larger than the radii explored in the 

latest paper. This argument would also apply to white dwarfs. Melia and Coker 

(1999) explored the only remaining possibility, that of a distributed population of 

10 Mq black holes. From a liydrodynamical simulation of the gas dynamics in this 

scenario, they found that the gravitational potential of the cluster is too shallow for 

the trapped gas to attain the temperatures necessary to explain Sgr A*'s spectrum. 

The most recent estimates also come from a proper motion study of the 

innermost stars, at 2.2/im, by Ghez et al. (1998). They also find a mass of 2.6 x 

10'' Mq, but constrained now to be within ~ 0,016 pc. A worrisome issue as recent 

as last year was that the stellar orbits used for this calculation showed no evidence 

for being bound (see discussion in Falcke et al. 1999). However, a so-far unpublished 

result (see remark in GCNEVVS, Volume 10) presented by Ghez et al. at an ESO 

conference shows the first indications of curvature in the orbits, and they curve in 

the correct direction to be bound. So while there is still no proof that Sgr A* is a 

black hole (but see Falcke et al. 2000 for a crucial diagnostic), this seems to be a 
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fairly solid assumption. 

Other assumed black holes in the centers of galaxies often have significant 

emission associated with them. A typical .A.GN radiates in several decades of fre

quency (see. e.g.. Peterson 1997). and even the nearby non-active galaxies radiate 

in several (Ho 1999). But Sgr has so far only been positively identified in the 

radio frequencies, where its luminosity seems to be comparable to the radio cores 

in other nearby normal galaxies such as .\I31 and .\I51 (Lo 1989) and 25% of the 

nearby LINERs investigated in Falcke et al. (1998). More recent studies indicate 

this percentage is even higher (Heino Falcke. private comm.). 

The search for Sgr in the IR has been e.xtensive and problematic. I 

will not cover the full history here but rather give a few e.xarnples. In 1992. for 

instance. Rosa et al. (1992) produced deep far-red images of the GC at 980 nm. 

They tentatively identified a source. GZA, with Sgr .A.* and determined that the 

flux was consistent for optical radiation from an obscured accretion disk around 

a black hole. However, a later observation of the GC at 1.02 ̂ im by the Hubble 

Space Telescope (HST) identified the source as IRS16C (Liu et al. 1993). They, on 

the other hand, found some indication of a weak source that could be line emission 

associated with Sgr .A.*. Simons and Becklin (1996) report not only on their possible 

IR identification, but give a very good summarj- in the introduction of the other 

possible IR identifications over the previous decade. .\ more recent discussion of 

the problem occurs in Gezari (1999). To date there is still no sure IR counterpart 

to Sgr A*. 

Sgr A* seems to emit no soft X-rays, but the region does contain a < 

1' diameter, few keV source that may be heavily absorbed because ROSAT sees 
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nothing where the Einstein weak source was (Watson et al. 1981; Predehl and 

Truemper 1994). The new results of Chandra with an even lower flux by a factor of 

about five are suggestive that the GN is finally close to being positively identified 

in the X-ray. However, the low upper-limit on the X-ray flux from this detection is 

a challenge for most models. 

Sgr X* lies in a very dense region, and it seems likely from the earlier 

discussion that it is accreting matter from the stellar winds of the IRS stars. While 

there is some debate as to how much of the wind is actually gravitationally captured 

and accreting onto the central object (see various arguments presented in Falcke 

et al. 1999), the various groups attempting to model the low-frequency emission 

seem to be converging on a value between ~ 10"'^ - 10""' yr~' (Quataert et al. 

1999). the lower end translates roughly into 3 x 10" ergs/s (by L ^ kALMM.^ where 

is the Schwarzschild radius), or % 8 x 10' Lt.. When this is compared to the 

total luminosity of Sgr A*. L « 10^ Z,^, the disparity is evident. The Eddington 

luminosity, defined as the luminosity necessary to balance the gravitational pull of 

the black hole by radiation pressure, is often used as a characteristic luminosity scale 

for black holes, as it is the maximum luminosity possible for an accretion scenario. 

L'Edd = 1-3 X 10^®^ ergs s"'. For Sgr A*, assuming a mass of 2.6 x 10® A/^, 

^Edd ~ 10'' Lq, about six orders of magnitude bigger than what we are seeing. 

The various groups involved in modeling Sgr A*'s emission have attempted 

to explain this deficiency in different ways. While the overall mass-loss rate in the 

GC is constrained by the observations of the stellar wind, it is not yet known how 

much mass actually makes it onto the central object, or anything about how the 
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gas acts as it falls towards the event horizon. One possibility is that there is a two-

temperature plasma, where the electrons and ions are at different temperatures. 

The ions are assumed to be much hotter than the electrons, but because they do 

not radiate as efficiently, this reduces the observed flux (Narayan et al. 1998). This 

is required to suppress the disk that must form due to their assumption that the 

plasma carries a large residual angular momentum. Another possibility is that the 

emission is suppressed by a low number density of relativistic electrons in a trun

cated power-law ("quasi-mono-energetic") radiating in a sub-equipartition magnetic 

field (Beckert and Duschl 1997). Based on the observations of correlated disk-jet 

systems in .A.GN. Falcke et al. (1993) presume the presence of a jet. whose relativistic 

electrons account for the observed radiation via the sum of successive non-thermal 

components. The emission is also suppressed by constraining the particle density 

and therefore also resulting in a sub-equipartition magnetic field. .A. final model, 

which will be discussed below in more detail, involves the quasi-spherical infall of 

the pUisma onto Sgr A*. 

None of the above models can intrinsically account for 7-ray emission. It 

is thus important, when addressing the possibility that Sgr A* is the source of the 

EGRET 7-rays . to find a mechanism that fits in with the overall accretion scenario 

and yet does not produce any additional low-frequency emission, which is assumed 

already accounted for by one of the above processes. It would be appealing if a 

model for the 7-rays fell naturally out of one of these possibilities, since not only 

would it increase the overall luminosity of Sgr A* (and thus reduce the need for 

less efficiency), but also it would add yet one more piece to the puzzle of how AGN 

function and produce spectra over a large range of frequencies. 
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5.2 Physical Picture 

In this chapter we will consider how 7-rays can result from the quasi-spherical 

accretion model detailed in Melia (1992) and Melia (1994). 

As discussed in Chapter 1. the Galactic center is a very dense environment, 

and the nearby IRS 16 complex of hot giant stars is most likely the main contributor 

to a Galactic center wind of terminal velocity v,juj ~ 500 — 700 km s~^ and a mass-

loss rate Xlguj ~ 3 — 4 x 10"^ .V/0 yr~'. As the wind flows past the central region, a 

portion will be captured by the gravitational field of Sgr A* and begins to accrete 

inward towards the central object. 

To simplify the calculation we neglect any residual angular momentum in 

the infalling plasma and assume Bondi-Hoyle accretion (Bondi and Hoyle 1944). 

This scenario was originally used to describe how a star would accrete mass from a 

cloud traveling past it. The assumption is that the flow is adiabatic. uniform and 

hypersonic. The streams of gas on either side of the star are bent by the gravitational 

field and collide at a certain point, destroying enough angular momentum that the 

particles cannot escape and begin to accrete. The critical eff^ective impact parameter 

below which any particle will fall into the central object is called the accretion 

radius, = '^2''. where Vyj is the velocity of the flow at infinity, and A/, is the 

mass of the star. The mass flow of the accreting plasma is thus M = ttRIpv^, 

where p is the densitv. This results in M = the classical Bondi-Hoyle 

accretion rate. Shvartsman (1971) adapted this for black holes, and argued that 

the flow will quickly symmetrize and the infall will be quasi-spherical and feel only 
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the gravitational pull, so the infall velocity goes as the free fall velocity 

u '  =  U f f  =  - c  . (5.1) 

where r., = is the Schwarzschild radius, and Mbh is the mass of the black hole. 

Assuming a time-independent infall. the baryon accretion rate 

.V = —47rr"nt'''. .V = .\I / mp (5.2) 

is constant (A/ is the mass accretion rate). The bar\'on number density nb (assuming 

pure hydrogen) is therefore: 

For a constant accretion rate, the assumption of equipartition between the 

magnetic, kinetic and gravitational energy densities gives 

.\Ic\ B- = r \ 
'i) . (5.4) 

Finally, the photon distribution is in the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of a Planck distribu

tion, with a cutoff frequency above which the photon mean free path exceeds the 

size of the accretion region. The temperature of the electrons is assumed to equal 

the temperature of the photons, which changes with radius as a result of viscous 

dissipation and cooling processes. Its exact value is the result of a detailed calcula

tion (Melia 1994) from which we take the temperature for the calculations relevant 

to Sgr A*. 

The way we incorporate 7-rays into this scenario is as follows: as the in-

falling gas accelerates and eventually becomes supersonic, there arises the possibility 
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for a shock to form if the flow hits a disturbance. This disturbance acts as a back

wards pressure, and the flow piles up but also pushes the site of the disturbance 

backwards until the point where the ram pressure of the flow, p-v'^ is equal to the 

pressure of the disturbance. At this point, the pile-up remains steady and since the 

information about the disturbance cannot travel faster than sound, the fluid con

tinues to pile up until it becomes disordered and settles into a steady state. This 

results in a discontinuous jump in the velocity (supersonic on one side, subsonic on 

the other) and density of the flow, in other words, a shock. This process has been 

modeled for a spherically symmetric infall by Babul et al. (1989). and they find a 

shock results between 40 — 120r,. 

Shocks can accelerate particles to relativistic energies via "collisionless" pro

cesses. resulting in a power-law particle distribution with spectral index dependent 

on the ratio, r. of the densities (or velocities) on either side of the discontinuity. 

For a detailed derivation see Jones and Ellison (1991). where they show that the 

final spectral index usually lies in the range of ~ 2.0 ~ 2.4(+). The mechanism 

for acceleration is the scattering of the particles "collisionlessly" off irregularities in 

the turbulent magnetic field, resulting in a momentum jump of |po("i — "2)/^^ per 

scattering, where Po is the original momentum, Ui and Uo are the flows upstream and 

downstream respectively, and w is the particle speed. This scattering also results 

in a certain fraction of particles being scattered back across the shock, scattering 

again with the incoming flow and thus the process continues. From the frame of the 

particle, the scattering centers appear to be converging and thus this process has 

often been compared to the acceleration of a ping-pong ball as the paddle is moved 

closer to the wall the ball bounces off of. 
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Not much is known about the structure of the magnetic field at the shock, 

but since we assume collisionless processes, the acceleration can be enhanced by in

teractions with the perpendicular (to the flow) component of the magnetic field (see 

Jokipii 1987). We assume that the shock accelerates both electrons and protons to 

relativistic energies, but the increased sensitivity of the electrons to synchrotron and 

inverse Compton cooling compared to the protons limits their maximum Lorentz 

factor by a few orders of magnitude, and so for reasons we discuss in more detail 

below, we find their contribution to be negligible. We assume that the accelerated 

protons are injected by the shock at a rate of hp{Ep) = hoE~^ cm"' s"^ GeV'~'. 

The steady-state proton distribution is determined from the diffusion loss treat

ment detailed in Chapter 3. We choose to define the injection in terms of two free 

parameters, the normalization ho and index x. so that we can restrain our results 

by the shock efficiency // and test for self-consistency. These three parameters are 

related by: 

where r^h is the location of the shock, and is the mass of the central object. 

The relativistic particles will interact with the ambient particles and the 

magnetic field, producing photons via synchrotron, inverse Compton scatterings, 

the decay of mesons created during hadronic collisions and via the interactions 

of secondary electrons. Because the protons can be ultrarelativistic, the leading 

order nucleons produced will continue contributing to the spectrum via multiple 

collisions in an ensuing cascade, until they lose enough of their energy to rejoin the 

ambient plasma. The main products of these collisions are pions, which will decay 

subsequently decay (as discussed in detail in Chapter 4). 

(5.5) 
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In this way, a traction of the gravitational energy liberated during the in-

fall can be converted into high-energy radiation through the interactions of the 

relativistic protons. We discuss the results for the Sgr A* accretion model below. 

5.3 Results 

We first note that while it is possible to solve Equation 3.1 numerically, the equation 

can be simplified for the environment of Sgr A*. Noting that the time scales for 

svnchrotron and inverse Compton cooUng, tsun = and ^com = are much 
'  com 

larger than the dynamical time scale t^yn = except for the highest 

proton energies where the population is already negligible, the functional form for 

ripiEp) reduces to a power-iaw form, which is damped to a much lower normalization 

when cooling by p-7 processes becomes relevant. 

The extremely low density and energy of photons near Sgr A* suppresses 

the p-y interactions compared to those in more luminous galactic nuclei. Similarly, 

there are not enough extremely energetic e~'s present to make the last interaction 

indicated in Equation 3.1 significant—it is analogous to p-7 interactions because 

the electron interacts with the proton via a virtual photon. 

For a central mass of (2.61 ± 0.65) x 10^Mq (Genzel et al. 1997; Haller 

et al. 1996; Ghez et al. 1998), and a shock located at r^/, = AOr^. the magnetic 

field B is ^ 300 G and the ambient proton density n/, is w 2 x 10® cm~^. The 

Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the photon distribution cuts off at Vmax ^ 10^^ Hz, with a 

temperature of approximately 6 x 10^ K. Using these parameters, we find compare 

the rate of acceleration to the various cooling rates (Figure 5.1) and find that the 

maximum attainable Lorentz factor for the relativistic protons is 7p,mai ==5^ 4 x 10®, 
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which is fairly insensitive to changes in these parameter values. This is a much 

higher limit than one would expect for a typical AGN, where the higher photon 

density would lead to more efficient cooling by inverse Compton and p-7 interactions. 

By comparison, the Lorentz factor for shock-accelerated leptons is 7e,mai ~ 10®. 

corresponding to an energy of « 5 x 10' MeV. Assuming the same total injection 

rate of relativistic electrons and protons, the total energy contained in accelerated 

electrons is significantly lower than that in cascade leptons. which will therefore 

dominate the leptonic contribution to the spectrum. The gyroradius is « 4 x lO^'^ 

cm for the highest energy protons. This is roughly a seventh of the shock radius for 

Tj,/, = 40rs. which is a reasonable size for the acceleration region. 

As we can see in Figure 5.1, p-p processes dominate the cooling for most 

of the physical energy range by several orders of magnitude. In an AGN. p-7 

processes typically begin to dominate at 7p « 10'' — 10® (see for example Begelman 

et al. 1990), but the extreme dearth of photons around Sgr .A.*, particularly at high 

energy, suppresses this channel until the thresholds for pair and pion production 

can be crossed. Once crossed, these rates will respectively dominate, but only at 

such high proton energy that their effect on the overall spectrum will be negligible. 

For this reason we can also neglect p-e interactions, whose cross section is even 

smaller. The rate for Compton cooling is quite an overestimation due to the use 

of the total p-7 cross section, which in addition we fix at the lowest energy datum 

for CM energies less than 1.1 GeV (for lack of more information) even though the 

data indicate it is in fact decreasing quite rapidly at this point. For Sgr A*, where 

a collision of the highest energy photon and proton will almost always fall under 

this limit, the overestimation is thus compounded. Even so, the contribution is not 

significant. Beyond emission from p-p collision byproducts, synchrotron is the only 
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Figure 5.1: Cooling rates for radiation processes around Sgr A*. (a) Solid: proton 
acceleration rate , dotted: rate of cooling by p-p collisions, short dash: rate of cooling 
by p-[ ---+ pe+e- , short dash-dot: rate of cooling by p-[ ---+ N N7r , long dash: rate of 
cooling by synchrotron, long dash-dot: rate of cooling by elastic p-[ scattering ( "p 
inverse Compton" ). (b) Solid: proton acceleration rate , dashed: sum of all cooling 
rates in (a). 
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other component which assuredly contributes significantly to the 7-ray spectrum. 

We do not include interactions with relativistic neutrons produced during 

the cascade, because only those with a 7„ ^ 10® will remain in the system long 

enough to interact (Sikora et al. 1989), and such a population is negligible. High-

cnergj' photons will also escape unhindered because of the dearth of ambient matter, 

and so we assume that what is observed is ver\' close to what is produced at the 

shock. 

In Figure 5.2. we illustrate the relative contribution of different parts of the 

steady-state relativistic proton distribution compare to the total pion decay photon 

spectrum. The highest energy protons are the lecist numerous, and so contribute 

little height, but are responsible for the width (see Stecker 1971 for more details). 

The cumulative contribution of protons up to ^ 1500 GeV accounts for the cur

rently detectable segment of the spectrum. The lowest energv* particles, which are 

the most numerous, contribute the most to the shape of the peak. 

Figure 5.3a gives an example of a set of self-consistent, reasonable physical 

parameters that results in a reasonable fit to the 7-ray data, but unfortunately this 

fit does not satisfy the radio and IR constraints. In order to account for both the low 

and high-energy data, we must use a combination of synchrotron and the pion decay 

spectrum. The relativistic steady state proton distribution is visibly suppressed at 

high energ\- when the p-7 collisional cooling threshold is achieved. This serves 

to decrease the proton synchrotron emissivity in the bins near the lowest energy 

EGRET points, requiring an increase in the overall normalization, thus effecting 

the excess in the radio through IR bins. Although the new low energy EGRET 

data points are most likely contaminated by nearby sources (Mayer-Hasselwander 
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et al. 1998), they serve as upper limits of a probable rise in the flux towards lower 

energy. 

For comparison, we show in Figure 5.3b the spectrum resulting from the 

same parameters as in Figure 5.3a. except for the magnetic field, which has been 

reduced until the curve is consistent with the low-frequency data. This reduced 

magnetic field, while sub-equipartition, is not unrealistic. Hydrodynamical simu

lations indicate the field may be significantly lower than the equipartition value 

(Kowalenko and .\lelia 1997; Coker and Melia 2000). and several of the models for 

Sgr A*'s radio emission are invoking this lower field with better results (see dis

cussion in Falcke et al. 1999). However, even in this case, the proton synchrotron 

emission can no longer adequately account for the low energy EGRET data. 

The problem of attempting to fit the broadband spectrum of Sgr with 

this process is compounded by the additional lo\v-energ\" emissivity expected from 

tlie shock-heated gas as it falls toward the event horizon. In the calculations reported 

earlier for the radio-infrared accretion spectrum (e.g., Melia 1994), it was assumed 

that the inflow was unshocked. Since the thermal and kinetic energies in this system 

are roughly in equipartition, a shock at 40rs can increase the temperature of the 

gas by almost a factor of 2 (and hence the internal energy by an even bigger factor 

due to the additional increase in post-shock density), and this in turn would result 

in a higher radio-IR emissivity. Thus, an attempt to fit the 7-ray data with shock 

accelerated protons in Sgr .A,* would concomitantly lead to a higher predicted flux 

from the ambient gas at longer wavelengths than is actually observed. 

We conclude that a reasonable fit to the EGRET data cannot produce a 

spectrum consistent with both the low and high-energy data. The emissivity of the 
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cascade particles is simply too high to satisfy the lower energy constraints, which is 

made even worse by the additional flux expected from the post-shock gas discussed 

above. 

It is instructive to gauge the impact of assuming an energy-independent 

multiplicity on these results. In Figure 5.4 we plot in dashed lines the same total 

spectrum as in Figure 5.3a, but in addition include in solid the result for the same 

parameters but with the multiplicity fixed at three pions. one of each charge. This is 

the approximation used by Mastichiadis and Ozernoy (1994), which was consistent 

with their determination of £'p,max ~ 400 GeV. However, in our case where we 

have found the energy attainable by the accelerated protons to be six orders of 

magnitude higher, this approximation ceases to be acceptable. Its effect at high 

energv' is to create a few extremely high energ\' pions. instead of many pions with 

lower energies. This will serve to increase the width of the base of the pion decay 

spectrum, where the higher energy- particles contribute most, and at the very peak, 

because the lowest energy pions are still higher energv' than before. But because 

the overall population of low-to-middle energy particles is depleted, the sides are 

narrower and do not follow the curve of the data as well. Because the pion decay 

products contribute only part of the 7-ray spectrum near the EGRET points, the 

change in the shape of their distribution is not as drastic. Abandoning an energy-

dependent distribution also causes the slope of the sides near the top of the peak 

to exactly mimic the slope of the injected proton distribution. The more jagged 

form of the pion decay turnover is due to the lower number of particles created and 

therefore summed over, resulting in lower resolution. 

Incidentally, if we keep the energy-dependent multiplicity but choose an 
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upper limit of 400 GeV as was adopted by Mastichiadis and Ozernoy (1994), we 

get the spectrum shown in 5.5. The lower energy cutoff is reflected in the loss of 

the contribution of proton synchrotron emissivity in the EGRET range. The width 

added to the pion decay component by the highest energy- protons is not discernible 

by today's telescopes, and so it is not yet possible to judge the maximum proton 

energy by width alone. 

In summary, we have used our improved treatment of the p-p cascade within 

the accreting environment of Sgr A* to show that shock acceleration near the central 

engine does not appear to be the mechanism producing the EGRET 7-ray flux from 

the Galactic center region. This seems to be consistent with growing evidence that 

a diffuse source is at work to produce the 7-ray photons. One possible diffuse source 

is discussed in the following chapter. 

These results have been published in Markoff et al. (1997) and MarkofF 

et al. (1999). 
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Figure 5.2: Contributions to the overall pion decay spectrum from various proton 
energy ranges. 
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Figure 5.3: (a) Five spectral components (as labeled) resulting from accelerated 
protons and secondary e±'s. The shock is here located at 40r8 , and the injected 
proton spectral index is x = 2.09 , yielding a steady state proton index z = 2.10. 
The inferred efficiency in this case is rJ = 12%. With an equipartition field , the 
synchrotron components from secondaries overwhelm the lower energy data. (b) 
For a 1 Gauss field , the synchrotron is lowered enough to fall below the data, but 
now the lower energy EGRET points can no longer be accounted for. The data 
points or upper limits (arrows) are from: (radio) Lo (1987) , Zylka et al. (1992); 
(IR) Men ten et al. (1997) , Stolovy et al. (1996); (X-rays) Pavlinskii et al. (1992); 
([ -rays) Mayer-Hasselwander et al. (1998). 
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Figure 5.4: The effect of assuming a constant pion multiplicity of 3, rather than 
the energy-dependent function adopted here. Dashed: total spectrum, from 5.3a. 
Solid: Spectrum with fixed N7r = 3. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Gamma-rays from a Diffuse Source: Sgr A East 

6.1 Observational Evidence and Motivation 

As mentioned earlier, although in many ways Sgr A E seems like a supernova rem

nant. its inferred energetics {~ 4 x lO^'^ ergs: Mezger et al. 1989) and size appear 

to be extreme and have generated some uncertainty regarding this interpretation. 

One alternative possibility is that the explosion that produced Sgr A East may have 

been the tidal disruption of a main sequence star whose trajectory took it within 

ten Schwarzschild radii of the central object (Khokhlov and Melia 1996). Although 

we do not see evidence for similar, previous shells expanding outward, this is not 

surprising given that we know the Sgr A E shell is being disturbed by its interaction 

with neighboring "50 km s~'" GMC (Serabyn et al. 1992). This suggests that older 

remnants may have existed but perhaps already been disrupted beyond recognition 

by passing through high-velocity clouds. 

Ignoring for now the origins of Sgr A E, it is a very promising candidate 

for the source of the Galactic center 7-rays . First of all, several well-known super

nova remnants been associated with previously unidentified EGRET 7-ray sources 

(Esposito et al. 1996). This is not surprising since cosmic rays up to the knee 

at around 10^^ eV are thought to result from acceleration in supernovae shocks. 

Although we are not sure that Sgr A E is in fact a bonified supernova remnant, it 
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seems to share several qualities with them, enough to merit considering it as a pos

sible 7-ray source. But more suggestive are the water and OH 1720 MHz masers 

detected along the remnant's interaction boundary with a neighboring molecular 

cloud (Yusef-Zadeh and Mehringer 1995; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 1996; Vusef-Zadeh 

et al. 1999). This is important because OH masers can be effective tracers of 

shocks produced at the interface with molecular clouds, particularly for supernova 

remnants (Frail et al. 1994; Wardle et al. 1998). 

Radio continuum observations of this object at A = 20 and 6 cm (Pedlar 

et al. 1989) reveal that these sites are also nonthermal emitters, but if this is 

due to synchrotron, then a relativistic electron distribution with dN/dE ~ is 

required, where a ~ 2.5 — 3.3. This is rather peculiar for several reasons. First, as 

mentioned in Chapter 5. such a particle spectrum is much steeper than that thought 

to be produced directly in shock acceleration. Second, this situation appears to be 

different from that of other SNRs in which q ~ 2.2 — 2.4 (e.g., Gaisser et al. 1998). 

This may be due only to the differences in the environment of the Galactic center 

compared to the environment of the other supernova remnants in Esposito et al. 

(1996) and Gaisser et al. (1998). 

One possibility is that the inferred e~ (from the radio) distribution creates 

the EGRET 7-rays via inverse Compton upscattering of the UV and IR photon 

fields from the Galactic nucleus (Melia et al. 1998). However, this does not address 

the presence of a "pion bump" (see Chapter 4) in the spectrum, which seems to 

indicate a hadronic contribution. 

Given the large amount of circumstantial evidence suggesting that Sgr A 

E is a prime candidate for shock acceleration, we chose to investigate if it were 
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possible to account for the EGRET observations with this source, assuming instead 

that the EGRET emission results from combination of hadronic-induced 7-rays in 

addition to inverse Compton, bremsstrahlung and possibly Coulomb interactions 

from secondary electrons and positrons. In this way one scenario self-consistently 

accounts for the broadband emission from the source, from radio through the 7-

rays . 

6.2 Model Parameters 

Sgr A East is immersed in an intense bath of UV and IR radiation from the central 

1-2 parsecs. The Circumnuclear Disk (CND) is a powerful source {« 10' Z.^) of mid 

to far-infrared continuum emission with a dust temperature of « 100 K (e.g.. Telesco 

et al. 1996: Davidson et al. 1992). This radiation is due to reprocessing by warm 

dust that has absorbed the same power in the UV (Becklin et al. 1982; Davidson 

et al. 1992). Models of the photodissociation regions in the CND require an incident 

flu.K (6 e\' < hu < 13.6 e\') of lO'-lO^ erg cm"' s~^ (Wolfire et al. 1990), implying 

a total L'V luminosity of about 2 x 10' Lq. This radiation field has a specific 

photon number density per solid angle (c) -I- where (e) = 

[2s''/h^c^){exp{£/} — 1)"^ and = .Vo^(2£^/h^c^)(exp{s/kT^^} -

1)"^ Here, £ is the lab-frame photon energy and and are, respectively, 

the temperature (assumed to be 30,000 K) of the stellar UV component and of the 

reprocessed CND radiation, which is assumed to peak at 50^m, corresponding to 

a characteristic temperature « 100 K. The normalization constants and 

incorporate the dilution in photon number density as the radiation propagates 

outwards from the central core. This is calculated assuming that the radiation 
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emanates from a sphere of radius « 1 pc for the UV, and that the IR luminosity is 

10" Lq from a disk with radius 2 pc. 

The calculation of the inverse Compton (X-ray and 7-ray) emissivity for this 

known e'^e~ population bathed by the IR and UV radiation is carried out according 

to what is now a standard procedure (see, for example, Melia et al. 1998). The 

upscattered radiation is emitted isotropically from within a volume V ~ 250 pc^ in 

Sgr A East, corresponding to a shell with radius « 5 pc and thickness AR « 1 

pc. The centroid of this structure is assumed to lie at 7 pc behind the nucleus. 

The remaining continuum component of importance is bremsstrahlung radiation 

resulting from the interaction between the relativistic leptons and the ambient (fixed 

target) nuclei (Koch and Motz 1959). Thus, the overall spectrum from Sgr A 

East is a superposition of the 7-rays from 7r° decays, synchrotron radiation by the 

relativistic leptons produced during the decay of the charged pions. bremsstrahlung 

emission by these electrons and positrons, and their Comptonization of the IR and 

UV radiation from the central 1 — 2 pc. 

Unlike the situation with the Sgr A* model, we do not assume to know the 

input energetics and thus the normalization ho of the injected proton spectrum. We 

leave this a free parameter, as well as the index of the parent proton distribution, 

the ambient density and the magnetic field. In a recursive process, we first fit 

the highest energy- EGRET data with the pion-decay spectrum, which then fixes ho 

and the normalization of the electron/positron distribution. Using this distribution, 

we determ.ine if a fit to the VLA radio continuum data is possible with the given 

index and derive the magnetic field necessary for the correct normalization. The 

same distribution is then used to calculate the IC and bremsstrahlung components. 
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When everything is added together, we compare the total spectrum to the entire 

EGRET range of data. From this we make adjustments in the density and redo the 

process until converging on vahies for all free parameters. 

6.3 Results 

We first note that that proton-photoproduction processes are here relatively in

significant. since the maximum energy attained by the relativistic protons in the 

face of energy losses due to pp scatterings and other processes is about 5 x 10® GeV, 

close to the pair creation threshold for protons scattering off L'V radiation. The 

cooling rates are shown in Figure 6.1. 

We find that, while it is possible to fit the upper EGRET points with a 

wide range of injection indices, only x 2.0 — 2.1 allows a fit to the V'LA radio 

points. The required magnetic field is 2.5 — 3.0 x lO""* G. which is a factor of ~ 2 of 

the equipartition value of B in Sgr A East, assuming a radio luminosity of 1.8 x 10^® 

ergs s~' arising from relativistic leptons gyrating in a magnetic field over a volume 

of 250 pc^. 

For the case of x = 2.1 we show in Figure 6.2 the cooling rates for the 

secondary lepton distribution. Unlike the case in Sgr A*, where the extremely 

strong magnetic field dominates the cooling for the leptons. for Sgr E Corapton 

cooling dominates for most of the relevant high-energy range because of the strong 

photon fields. However, as the lifetime of Sgr A E is estimated to be « 10® yr 

from comparing the size of the shell to the expansion velocity, only leptons with a 

cooling rate of under ~ 3.2 x 10"^^ will have time to equilibrate and so our steady 

state calculation is only valid for the highest energy particles. Luckily, with such a 
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Figure 6.1: (a) The cooling rates for the shock-accelerated protons as a function 
of Lorentz factor. (b) The acceleration rate plotted against the sum of the cooling 
rates in (a). p-p collisions limit the maximum energy at 5.25 x 106 GeV. 
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low magnetic field, the particles responsible for the VLA radio emission are at high 

enough energies to be considered in a steady state distribution. The steady state 

distribution assuming all energies cool is shown in Figure 6.3. The particles used 

to generate the final spectra are those with Ee ^ I. 

The final results for the entire spectrum are shown in Figure 6.4. 

The .•\.SC.\ measurement is an upper limit, since it does not distinguish 

between thermal and nonthermal emission from this region. Our predicted hard 

X-ray spectrum is also consistent with Ginga observations, which show evidence 

of a hard tail in the diffuse X-ray spectrum from the inner region of the Galaxy 

(Yamasaki et al. 1996), and with the current OSSE upper limits (Purcell et al. 

1997). .At the highest energj* measurement to date, a 270 minute exposure by the 

Whipple observatory produced a small excess (2.5(t) of > 2.0 TeV emission from 

within the EGRET error box of 2EG J1746-2852, yielding an integrated flux upper 

limit of 0.45 x 10"" cm~- s~' (Buckley 1998). Although this signal is at best only 

2.5cr above the noise, our calculated spectrum would be consistent with a detection 

at this level. 

We found it very difficult to fit this broadband spectrum with any ambient 

density in excess of ~ 10 cm~^. This raises an interesting issue, since the energy 

content in the relativistic protons is then a large fraction (~ 0.5 — 0.8) of the energy 

in a "standard" SN burst (w 10^^ ergs). On the other hand, this relativistic energy 

content would constitute only ~ 1 — 2% of the available energy if the burst that 

produced the Sgr A East remnant was ~ 4 x 10®"'^ ergs, as suggested by other ob

servations (Mezger et al. 1989). Our results may therefore be somewhat consistent 
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Figure 6.2: The cooling rates for the electron/positron secondaries as a function of 
Lorentz factor. Inverse Compton scattering dominates for the entire relevant energy 
range (for the VLA radio emission). 
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Figure 6.4: The broadband spectrum calculated self-consistently using the particle 
decay products from a proton injection with index 2.1. Once the EGRET data 
are fit with the pion-decay [ -rays, the rest of the spectrum shown here is fixed 
from the leptonic distribution. The magnetic field inferred from the VLA data 
is B(Sgr AEast) ~ 2.5 x 10-5 G. The data included in this plot are from Pedlar 
et al. (1989) (VLA), Koyama et al. (1996) (ASCA), Mayer-Hasselwander et al. 
(1998)(EGRET), and Buckley (1998) (Whipple). 
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with the supposition that Sgr A East was produced not by a single, standard su

pernova explosion, but rather by several such events, or a single more catastrophic 

incident, such as the tidal disruption of a star. The fit is very sensitive to the in

jection index of the parent protons. Even with the large error bars associated with 

the VLA points, a proton distribution steeper than this produces a steeper lepton 

distribution, whose synchrotron emissivitv does not fit the radio data. A shallower 

proton index is pushing the limits of the theoretically acceptable range. 

If the 7-rays detected by EGRET are indeed produced in this fashion, it 

seems inevitable to us that the upscattered IR and UV photons should result in 

a significant intensity at intermediate (i.e.. ~ 10 — 100 keV) energies, as indicated 

in Figure 6.4. This flux density (~ 10~' photons cm"- s~' MeV~^) may be above 

the sensitivity limit (at ~ 10~" photons cm~- s"^ \Ie\'~' for a point source) of 

UNEX. a proposed balloon flight instrument (R. Rothschild 1998, private comm.). 

It also should be resolved by Chandra, which—at the time of this writing—is due 

to observe the area quite soon. 

Other than the overall energetics, it appears that the main distinction be

tween Sgr A East and the supernova remnants is the intensity of the external radi

ation upscattered by the relativistic electrons and positrons. Whereas the ambient 

soft photon intensity near a typical remnant is too low to produce an observa-

tionally significant spectral component compared to bremsstrahlung (Gaisser et al. 

1998), the IR and UV radiation from the Galactic center does produce a dominant 

broadband continuum when scattering with the relativistic leptons in Sgr A East. 

The inverse Compton, Coulomb and bremsstrahlung spectra were calcu

lated by M. Fatuzzo. All results are published in Melia et al. (1998). 
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In summary, this object appears to be a ver\' promising choice for the source 

of the Galactic center 7-ray excess observed by EGRET. However, the assumptions 

of a steady state and spatial independence may need to be reconsidered. It is pos

sible that this model will undergo several iterations until we understand it further. 

An interesting possibility is that this source may be visibly in the secondary 

neutrons it produces. AGASA has observed a 4% anisotropy in cosmic rays at 10^® 

eV, and not below this energy. Since the lifetime of neutrons with this energy is 

precisely long enough to reach Earth from the Galactic center, there is an intriguing 

chance that we could actually see cosmic rays directly from a source. If so, it would 

be the first direct evidence of the thus far assumed relationship between supernova 

remnants and cosmic rays. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Summary and Future Investigations 

7.1 Summary and Conclusions 

By utilizing the available particle physics and information from low-frequency (com

paratively) observations to the best of our abilities, we have concluded that a 

black-hole accretion scenario (via Sgr A*) cannot be the source of the Galactic 

7-ray emission observed by EGRET. It is possible that some 7-rays may be pro

duced by accreting matter heated by collisions during infall (see. e.g., Colpi et al. 

1986: Berezinski and Dokuchaev 1990). but the flux cannot be the main source of 

the observed emission and will thus be constrained by whatever is decided to be the 

actual source. This could be a useful calculation for estimates of mass influx onto 

Sgr A*. Therefore our central engine remains known only in radio, with the best 

possibility for a positive detection surprisingly now in the X-ray rather than IR, 

given the preliminary detection by Chandra. Unfortunately, Sgr A*'s high-energy 

dimness makes it difficult for use to study (at high energy) similar nuclei in other 

galaxies, at least not with today's resolving power and sensitivity. It will be at 

least another few years (assuming INTEGRAL is on schedule) before we can attain 

significantly better resolution at these energies. 

We find that the diffuse source Sgr A E is an attractive candidate to explain 

the EGRET detection. Not only does it have a large enough energy budget but 
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also it either is, or shares many characteristics with, a supernova remnant, which 

we already know is capable of accelerating energetic particles and producing both 

radio and likely 7-ray emission. The nonthermal V'LA radio continuum data and 

the presence of OH masers indicate that the necessary ingredients—a method of 

acceleration in the form of shocks, and relativistic particles—are there. In addition, 

the unusually steep nonthermal spectrum also suggests that we are seeing secondary 

particles and not those directly accelerated by the source. Our ability to explain 

the radio through the 7-ray data, including the X-ray upper limits, with one self-

consistent model is quite promising. The model seems robust, giving a good fit 

for a reasonable range of physical parameters, as well as surviving through several 

iterations and new physical additions to the calculation. 

In order to decide once and for all what the source is. we will need to wait 

for future high-energ\' experiments to directly image the Sgr .A. E shell in X- and 

7-ray , to confirm or disprove our flux predictions. We probably do not have to wait 

long, as Chandra will be looking at this region soon and they should see something. 

We can also look to information from other particles such as neutrinos. Imaging, 

however, would be the most sure approach, since given the uncertainties in the 

secondary distributions from high-energy hadronic interactions, it may be possible 

to adjust the parameters to give a fit to new flux constraints within an error box that 

are different from what we have now. A sharp image in hard X-ray from a region 

corresponding to the VLA measurements would be much stronger evidence that we 

are on the right track, since we clearly expect to see a continuous flux from radio 

all the way to the highest 7-rays . Assuming Chandra finds emission consistent 

with our predictions, the clincher will be a 7-ray flux that is again consistent, from 

future missions such as INTEGRAL and GLAST. Whipple Observatory could also 
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look again for a longer collecting time at the EGRET error circle, as they did to 

provide the upper limits we used in Figure 6.4. to see if they can obtain a detection 

with higher significance. 

Once we achieve resolutions that are comparable to those of radio/IR, we 

will be in a much better position to test our ideas about the environments and 

the parameters we use in our models. Until then, we are left with speculation and 

inferences based on circumstantial evidence. If we could only know one additional 

parameter exactly, such as the density, temperature or the magnetic field, it would 

provide much better constraints on all calculations. We are still somewhat in the 

dark, and if we look to the history of radio/IR observations of the Galaxy we are 

somewhere at the stage right when the VLA was going online in the sense that the 

first high resolution experiments are just going up in the near future. Judging from 

that, we have about another 5 years or so before we will know how many of our 

ideas will bear fruit. 

One thing that is obvious is that a detailed model for the particle physics 

results in significant changes from work based on simplified parameterizations done 

in the early 1970s. There is some controversy in the curvature we derive, but this 

is clearly present in the data so it remains to be seen if newer data will clarify 

this. It is important to determine as soon as possible if this effect is in fact real, 

since it has very important implications for the predicted fluxes of all high-energy 

particles from such models. Unfortunately, the new particle physics experiments 

are no longer designed for low-energy charged particle distributions, so this issue 

may not be resolved unless the hadronic interaction theory is better constrained. 

What does seem promising, however, is the fact that the data explain the observed 
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curvature in the 7-ray data in a physically reasonable way, which is not the case 

for the simplified parameterizations. However, the remaining possibility is that the 

actual data from Mayer-Hassehvander et al. (1998) may not be correct. As they had 

to subtract off a model for the 7-ray background to derive the central flux estimate, 

there is obviously some chance that the model is not correct either, and that the 

curvature may in fact be a result of this. This is not an unreasonable concern, 

as there exists some systematic problems with their binning in the model for the 

7-ray background presented in Hunter et al. (1997) (VV. Rhode, private comm.). 

Although the connection between supernova remnants and cosmic rays is 

almost a given, actual undeniable evidence in the form of observations of both the 

radio emission and relativistic particles simultaneously has not yet been achieved. 

In linking the two via the cosmic ray-produced 7-rays . as we have done with Sgr 

A E. we have provided yet one more piece of evidence for this paradigm. However, 

observations of other high-energy particles would be more convincing, and I will 

discuss this briefly below. 

7.2 Future Directions 

In doing these studies, we have developed algorithms which, because of the preva

lence of high-energy processes in the universe, may prove valuable to a wide variety 

of astrophysical scenarios beyond those considered here. 

Before considering new applications, we can improve the calculations dis

cussed in this work in several ways. First of all. the assumption that the system 

actually equilibrates is most Ukely too simplistic. This is particularly true for the 

case of Sgr A E, where one can see from Figure 6.1 that the system only has time 
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to equilibrate for the highest energy particles. Additionally, the assumption that 

the interaction region where the 7-rays are produced is in a very thin shell of space, 

and that the steady state solution is spatially independent, is likely not a good 

approximation to the real situation. The logical next step would be to explore the 

effects of spatial transport on the final particle spectrum and the final secondary 

spectra, .\llowing for spatial dependence in particular also provides a mechanism 

for including the distribution of matter and variation of magnetic fields over specific 

regions, which we know exist from observations (see Chapter 1). Along the same 

lines, extending the calculation to include temporal dependence and assessing how 

much of an affect this has is a very difficult but worthwhile task. This would allow 

for the application of these types of calculations to a much broader class of mod

els, where spatial and temporal variations are important. Astrophysical contexts 

requiring such complicated modeling will be discussed below. 

One more general, and necessary, step is to compare the algorithms inferred 

from the data to the distributions from experimental particle physics-based Monte 

Carlos. The Bartol group of T. Stanev has been leading the effort to compare 

the various Monte Carlos (Knapp et al. 1996: R. Engel. private comm.) to each 

other and to the data, in order to determine which is best for which application. 

They have recently upgraded their own Monte Carlo, Sibyll, and are getting better 

agreement. It is a critical point to determine if the curvature we are getting is a 

real effect. If the MCs are not finding something similar, then we must determine 

why. One possibility is that they are using different data at low energy. For this 

case, we must then look at the data and determine if theirs is better quality or 

if it is older than what we are using. The other possibility is that they are using 

parameterizations of data based on models such as the simplified ones mentioned 
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in Chapter 4. For this scenario, I would suggest our method may be more accurate. 

This is something I will be investigating during the course of my work in the next 

year. 

Another logical step is to calculate the production spectra of neutrino and 

neutron secondaries. In the case of neutrinos, this is important for predictions of 

detectable fluxes for experiments capable of viewing the Galactic center, such as 

AMANDA (see, e.g.. Blasi and Melia 1999). Neutrinos can travel great distances 

without interacting, and so can provide additional information that may allow us 

to distinguish between competing models. However, one must be careful to include 

neutrino oscillations along the distance traveled from the GC, which will have an 

effect on the expected fluxes. 

The neutron secondaries (see Section 3.1) are very interesting in the context 

of recent observations of cosmic ray anisotropies from the direction of the Galac

tic center (Hayashida et al. 1999). The .A.GASA cosmic ray experiment reports a 

statistically significant (corresponding to a chance probability of 0.2%) anisotropy 

of ~ 4% only appearing around 10"^ eV. The possibility that these are neutrons is 

interesting, since this energy corresponds almost exactly to the energy they would 

need to have in order to traverse the distance from the Galactic center to Earth with

out decaying (via relativistic effects). On the other hand, for the sources discussed 

here, it would be necessary to invoke close to the maximum acceleration possible 

(Jokipii 1987) in order to create neutrons of this energy, indicating a significant con

tribution from magnetic fields aligned perpendicular to the flow of particles across 

the shocks. If the fluxes of predicted particles are close to the detected anisotropy 

(and preliminary results for Sgr A E are in the right ballpark), it may be strong 
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evidence of the magnetic field alignment close to the shock or, if one retains the 

non-enhanced particle acceleration, an indication that the cooling rates as calculated 

are incorrect since the saturation must occur at higher energy. What is especially 

interesting is that the volume over which these putative neutrons are created, as

suming the hadronic processes discussed here, must be small enough to stay under 

the 7-ray flux limits from EGRET from the Galactic center. This effectively rules 

out large-scale cosmic ray interactions cVS the source. 

There are several other Galactic supernova remnants that have been iden

tified as coinciding with previously unidentified EGRET 7-ray sources (Esposito 

et al. 1996). While some have been modeled already (Gaisser et al. 1998; Stumer 

et al. 1996). there are others which either be reinvestigated or considered for the 

first time. The authors that modeled the 7-rays in the latter references have not 

yet attempted to incorporate the radio continuum data into a self-consistent model 

in the way we attempted for Sgr .A. E. 

-•Vnother Galactic application of the hadronic processes studied here would 

be the creation of the 7-ray background by cosmic ray interactions. The Galactic 

7-ray background was also observed by the EGRET team (Hunter et al. 1997), and 

quite stringent upper limits on the ultra-high-energv* flux were found by the CASA-

MIA collaboration (Borione et al. 1998). Successful modeling of this spectrum 

has so far proved elusive (see discussion in Ong 1998). Basically, if one uses the 

observed cosmic ray spectrum as the interaction spectrum, the spectrum of the 

7-rays produced is too steep (Hunter et al. 1997; Mori 1997). Other possibilities 

include production by a flatter cosmic ray spectrum, as would be expected closer 

to the acceleration sources (Moskalenko et al. 1998;Biermann 1993; Stanev et al. 
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1993), or by leptonic processes (Pohl and Esposito 1998). Unfortunately, none of 

these processes explored can account for the very low CASA-MIA upper limits. One 

possibility is that the curvature indicated at low energy from the data allows for a 

fit to the 7-rays for the flatter spectra expected near the source while falling low 

enough to satisfy the constraints at high energy. 

For cosmic ray studies in particular, which extend to the highest energies 

reached by our experiments, it may be necessary to consider the mesonic contri

butions other than pions. For example, kaons and rhos may contribute in a non-

negligible way to the overall interaction spectra at very high energies, as mentioned 

in Section 4.2. 

Finally, many of these processes may be occurring in the jets of AGN. 

This particularly holds true for blazars. a class of AGN where we see very strongly 

beamed 7-ray emission as we look directly down the jet. Since many of the hadronic 

calculations were done with approximations similar to what we have shown here to 

be incomplete (see, e.g.. Mannheim 1996), it would be worthwhile to reconsider 

many of the earlier calculations in order to determine the extent of a hadronic 

contribution, or if one is required at all. For years there was a controversy be

tween the leptonic camp (e.g., Dermer et al. 1997) and the hadronic camp (led 

by Mannheim, see above reference), who proposed respectively that the observed 

7-rays came from leptonic processes (mainly Compton upscattering) or hadronic 

processes (mainly proton-photon interactions). While the leptonic models seemed 

to be in favor for quite some time, recent results from HEGRA (Aharonian et al. 

1999) indicating photons of at least 25 TeV have created problems for the leptonic 
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group, since cooling losses due to Compton scattering become too large to main

tain a population of leptons at this energ\'. This has resulted in something of a 

compromise, where the leptonic group now agrees that an initial hadronic cascade 

must produce the leptons as secondaries, in order to have particles injected at high 

enough energies. While the process we focused on here was in fact proton-proton 

collisions, the shape of the multiplicity distribution of the secondaries, seems to be 

comparable once the CM energies are adjusted. Many lessons learned here about 

the simpler hadronic cascades in an optically thin environment may shed some light 

on how to approach the more complicated system of the jet. which will have a much 

higher and more energetic photon density than the Galactic center. It is also im

portant to consider if the curvature in the .secondarv' distribution is present for p-7 

interactions as well. The data is much more sparse, unfortunately, but it would be 

interesting incorporate these effects into a model, in order to see if it provides a 

better fit to the data. This would also require the addition of temporal and spatial 

variations, as mentioned above, as well as a non-spherically-symmetric geometry. 

Incidentally, this will be the main project of my postdoctoral research. 
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APPENDIX A 

Calculational Methods 

In the course of my research I have made use of many tools, mainly prewritten 

computer subroutines, such as those created by Press et al. (1997), and software 

applications such as Mathematica. In this section I will go into more specific details 

about how the calculations in Chapters 3 through 6 were performed, and what 

external programs I have used. 

To clarify the following discussion, I have included schematics of two of 

my programs to illustrate the organization of the routines and their relation to 

equations in the text. See Figures A.l and A.2 below. 

A,1 Integration 

For most of my calculations, the integration routine was the most important func

tion. The right choice of which type of routine to use, and what level of precision 

was necessary, was often the difference between a convergent integral or not. Since 

my programs involve many successive loops of integration (Figures A.l & A.2), it 

is very important to find the best compromise between speed and accuracy. On 

important conversion which I have employed for most integrals was logarithmic 

substitution. When the shape of the function being integrated is smooth over an 

extremely large range in the integrating variable, it is better (and necessary for 
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MAIN 

Integrate over 
pion distrib. 

Proton steady state J 

jdEit PY(E;t,£Y) jdEp Rpp 

lunction phoinc 

phofnc 

Integrate over 
proton distrib. 

I dEp Rpp g 
L 
function epfunc 

epfunc ^calculates pion distribution ^ 

Figure A.l: Schematic of program for calculating 7-ray photon spectrum from TT" 
decay. See Equations 4.11 and 4.12. 
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MAIN ( Proton steady state } 

(mS's.r ) J1 ME.,E.)fdEpR»ato 
1 I 

function elfunc 

elfunc 

~r 

Integrate over ^ |'dEnnn(En.Ee) [ dEpRpp 
V pion distrib. y J | 

function mutunc 

mufunc 

T 
r Integrate over \ f ppp dNjj 
V proton distrib. y J dEn 

funaton epfunc 

epfunc ^calculates pion distribution ^ 

Figure A.2: Schematic of program for calculating injection rate. See Equations 
4.13 through 4.17. 
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accuracy) to use: 

j dxF{x) = J[dlnx)xF{x). 

The one exception is the integration over the pion momentum distribution 

which is embedded in my function epfunc. Equation 4.3. In this case, especially 

for very large I encountered precision problems even using double precision. I 

will return to this later. 

I found the Press et al. (1997) routine qromb was the best all-round inte

grating powerhorse. However, I chose to modify it slightly for two main reasons. 

The first is that, as it is written, the level of accuracy is determined by a parameter 

eps that is set within the program's header. This is inconvenient because for differ

ent integrals I require different levels of accuracy (sometimes because the integral 

converges so fast, but often as a matter of necessity for run time). So I first modified 

it so that eps was entered as one of the input parameters from the calling program. 

Soon after I made this change, however. I noticed that I was getting strange results. 

I discovered that this change had caused the problem of the precisions being changed 

during successive embedded calls to qromb from various levels of the program. So. 

while I recommend this change, an important caveat is to either change the name 

of the eps parameter for each qromb call from a particular level of the code, or to 

call identical qrombs which are named differently according to the precision called 

for. For my largest program, I had about seven various "dummy" qrombs. 

In order to have programs that finished running in under a month (this 

was especially a problem for the lepton and neutrino programs, which have the 

most successively embedded integrations), I ran many tests in order to find the 

least amount of accuracy that resulted in the best convergence. Unfortunately, 
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some functions are more sensitive to this than others, and I had a range of eps 

from 10~® to 10"^. I found that any function responds relatively poorly to an eps 

greater than this upper limit. Even with this maximization, my programs would 

give very "bumpy" curves if I was not careful. It was the most important for the core 

functions, such as the A-resonance distributions or the lepton energy distributions, 

to be integrated with very high accuracy. 

qromb is designed for integrating explicit functions. In reality nice func

tional forms are not often known, and so I often made functions for integration that 

were really complicated programs themselves, involving their own integration (as 

seen in the schematics). This solution works very well if the above caveats are kept 

in mind. 

A. 1.1 Protons 

For the steady state part of the code (see Chapter 3), it was necessary to find the 

roots of Equation 3.3 and the following expressions for the leading CM energies \/l 

(see Section 3.1.1) repeatedly in order to map the correct contribution from higher-

energy protons to the correct lower energy- bin. To this end I employed the Press 

et al. (1997) routines fgraph, zbrac and rtbis. First, I entered the root equations 

into fgraph, which allowed me to see the where the roots occur and understand 

how to effectively bracket this root over the full range of proton energies. I then 

fit a functional form to the energy dependence of the upper and lower brackets, 

and input them as the recommended starting bracket for zbrac, a routine that 

verifies that the root is between the recommended starting values and finds an even 

smaller range. I inserted commands so that the program writes a warning to the 
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screen if there is no root bracketed, and stops, so that I would be sure to solve the 

equation. The modified brackets from zbrac are then given to rtbis, which solves 

the equation exactly. I also used Mathematica to verify the results. 

A. 1.2 Data Normalization 

The process of finding the appropriate functional forms for the data extrapolations 

is described in Section 4.4.2. In order to do this. I used Mathematica. For each 

functional fit for the inclusive cross section at a particular C-\I energy, given from 

the data references. 1 first integrated over the appropriate limits in px and divided 

by the cross section at that energy to see how many particles were included in the 

data. Subtracting this number from the total multiplicity (Equation 4.1) gives the 

normalization for the low px extrapolation. To find an exponential form with the 

correct slope and boundary conditions, I wrote a program within Mathematica to 

numerically solve the resulting equations simultaneously. 

A. 1.3 Passing Information 

As shown in the schematic, the final proton distribution was passed from the main 

routine, where it was calculated, to epfunc for integration. Throughout the pro

grams. I also needed to have the appropriate interaction cross sections as a function 

of energy. In order to do this, I made use of the Press et al. (1997) routines spline 

and splint. In main, I read the data files for the cross sections (compiled from 

the various sources mentioned in Chapter 3) into arrays, as well as the calculated 

proton distribution, and then used spline to create an array of derivatives and 

passed all three arrays for each set of data to the appropriate subroutine, which 
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then used splint to find the appropriate value for any argument falling between 

actual data points. 

Incidentally, spline and splint were also very useful for plots such as 

Figure 6.4. where I had to add components in files with different values of the 

energy in the first column. 

A.1.4 Kinematic Limits 

The most difficult problem in my programs was finding the correct limits on the in

tegration of the pion momentum distribution, and getting the integrals to converge, 

for Equation 4.3. Although the data Is measured in the CM system, as discussed in 

Section 4.2 they can be shifted along the rapidity axis to the lab frame because they 

are Lorentz invariant. This is a feature I take advantage of because my program is 

calculating the distribution in the lab frame. In epfunc, the proton energy Ep is 

known, and thus the CM energy of the collision, as well as the pion energy which 

is passed from either the main code or the routine elfunc depending on whether 

I am calculating photons or leptons as the products. The maximum px is taken 

from the data and depends on the CM energy. From the CM energy, the maximum 

allowed (absolute value) of the rapidity in the CM is calculated as well, based on 

fits to the data (see Section 4.4.1). This range in allowed rapidity is then shifted to 

the lab frame values, because the energy of the pion is only known in the lab frame, 

and information about its direction is lost. This is what causes all the headaches, 

because the maximum values allowed must now be trimmed down to match the 

specific conditions of each particular pion. 

First, the maximum and minimum lab values for p\\ are calculated from 
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and the maximum and minimum values for the lab rapidity, Umin and Umax- Since 

the value of px does not change with the frame, these values must then be compared 

to the maximum and minimum values found from E'l = ml+ p|, which holds 

true regardless of the frame. If the calculated values fall outside the kinematically 

allowed range determined by p^, the function returns null. 

The next step is to do the integration. Since even the lab values of the 

rapidity, and thus py. can be negative, and doing integration over negative limits 

can be tricky. I chose to break the integrals into the two pieces and add them up 

again later. 

The final problem is then doing the actual integration. As becomes 

very high, the allowed range of p|| becomes a very tiny range of extremely large 

(limited by the Ei^^nax which can approach Ep^max) numbers. Unfortunately, an 

approach such as f{x)dx s: /((a + b)/'2) * {b — a) does not work since in this 

case, the different values effectively represent dN-^/dpx., which falls off by orders of 

magnitude even over what appears to be a comparatively tiny range. In order to 

handle this. I spent significant time fiddling with the various integration routines 

and convergence parameters. In the end. I found the best solution was to change 

the eps parameter depending on the value of £„ and {p\\,max - P\imin)IPMrnax-. giving 

the best accuracy to the low integrations, since dNj^ldE-^ is an exponentially 

declining function. Sometimes at the very highest energies, I could not get the 

integral to converge. At this point, the contribution was always negligible so I 

wrote a routine to truncate at the point where convergence stopped. 
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